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7.. Expanding apa-

7.1.. Introductio n 

7.1.1.. General introductio n on apa- as emphatic pronoun 

Inn Chapter  5 I discussed apa- in its function as the second person demonstrative pronoun 
(withh Du-Deixis). In part II I  I wil l describe apa- in its other  function as the accented 
pronoun.. Before continuing with a description of apa- in combination with ia- "and, also" 
(Chapterr  7), -pat "only "  (Chapter  8) and -at-ma "and, but, while"  (Chapter^), I wil l first 
presentt  a general overview of the current views on accented apa-. 

Followingg Friedrich (HE), apa- is not only a demonstrative but also the accented 
pronounn (betontes Pronomen, § 98) of the thir d person. As such it is opposed to the enclitic, 
unaccentedd pronoun -a-. According to him another  accented pronoun is sua- (§ 105). The 
differencee between apa- and siia- was not discussed in his grammar, which is be due to the 
scarcee material of siia-. 

Kammenhuberr  (HW 130b ff.) listed apa- as a demonstrative pronoun, in opposition 
withh ka- "this" . According to her, this is the original function, and only after  the decline of the 
accentedd pronoun a- the demonstrative apa- could take over  the role of accented pronoun (but 
seee my discussion of asit which includes a-y in Chapter  4). She observed that in emphatic 
contextt  adjectively used apa- is placed behind its Head (p. 133b etc.). Obviously 
Kammenhuberr  assumed a difference between the usual demonstrative use and the emphatic 
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usee . However, as we have seen in Chapter  5 and will also see in Chapter  8, preposed apa-
iss * emphatic'  too. 

Inn this chapter  and the following ones I wil l not contest the fact that apa- is an 
accentedd pronoun. However, classifying something as an accented or  emphatic pronoun does 
nott  mean that it is understood why and when one uses such a pronoun. It is clear  though that 
accentedd pronouns have often to do with Topic and Focus (see Chapter  2), which makes it 
worthwhil ee to study how apa- behaves when the Focal particles -ia "and" , -pat "only "  and 
-ma-ma "and, but, while"  are cliticized to it. Besides that, also position in the clause can say 
somethingg on Topicc and Focus-hood (Dik 1997a: 420ff.). 

Accordingg to Kammenhuber  1969: 212 the demonstrative apa- developed from "jener "  into an accented 
pronounn in New Hittit e ("jungheth . auch betont "er , sie, es"  ") . One must conclude from her  description that in 
Oldd Hittit e apa- was not yet accented. However, the majorit y of the attestations of the Old Hittit e pronoun apa-
iss in Focus, and only a very few examples can be considered demonstrative (see Chapter  5). If anything at all 
cann be concluded from this observation, then accented apa- should be original and demonstrative apa- a later 
development,, with a gradual increase in attestations of demonstrative apa-. However, demonstratives only 
developp from other  demonstratives, sometimes in combination with some lexical element (Diessel 1999: 
115ff.).. Besides that, accented pronouns usually are derived from demonstratives. Thus, the development of 
apa-apa- from demonstrative to accented pronoun must have taken place in prehistoric Hittite . 



Thee main focus of the chapters in Part III  is therefore to concentrate on the search for a 
functionall  classification of the occurrences of apa- based on contextual considerations and to 
seee whether there are formal characteristics which could be connected with the thus derived 
(pragmatic)) functions of apd-, such as position in the clause, the use of particles like -ia, -al-
ma,ma, -pat or not. 

7.1.2.. Introduction to this chapter 

Att first sight the use of the pronoun apa- followed by the enclitic particle -ya as the 
coordinatingg conjunction290 "and" or as the Focus particle "also" is rather easily explained. 
Byy its nature the enclitic -ya requires an accented word form as host. In order to express "he / 
shee / that too" or "and he / she / it", the use of the enclitic, unaccented pronoun -a- is excluded 
andd one has to resort to the accented pronoun apa-. A comparable phenomenon for a modern 
languagee is cited in Dik (1968: 280-1). In French one has to say Moi et toi irons plus tard 
insteadd of *Je et tu irons plus tard: je and tu as dependent, or clitic pronouns cannot be 
coordinated.. For coordination the set of independent pronouns, here moi and toi, is available. 
Ass Dik concludes there are no semantic reasons for excluding *Je et tu irons plus tard, so the 
unacceptabilityy of this clause must be a grammatical fact. 

Thus,, the only argument for using apa- could be a rule of grammar, without further 
needd for a semantic or pragmatic explanation. Referential distance, topic shift, saliency of the 
intendedd referent in the discourse model of Speaker and Addressee, that is, all the discourse 
orientedd and deictic motivations for using apa- do not appear to have any influence on the 
choicee between apa- and -a- in connection with -ya. However, as we will see, the use of apa-
inn for example coordinated sentences or clauses is more complicated than that. Besides the 
usee of apa- according to the rule stated above (i.e., one needs an accented host for the 
particle)) , the material in my corpus shows that a totally unexpected apa- appears in 
coordinatedd clauses while the coordinator -ya is cliticized to another host. Why should we 
havee an apa- in a coordinated construction if apa- is not the host of the coordinator -yal A 
typicall  example of apa- in a coordinated construction (with -ma (i 17) instead of -ya) is: 

7.11 KBo 6.2 i 16-18, § 10 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffher 1997: 24 
§§ [(takk)]u LV.\Jl9.UJ-an kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu a-pu-u-un 
sdktdizzisdktdizzi pêdizssizma LÜ.U19.LU-<z/i pai nu É-rizssi anniskizzi kuitmanzas 
lazziatta lazziatta 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr that one (apun), while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He (the person 
whoo has been given) shall work on his estate, until he recovers. 

Thee offender has to provide medical care for the injured one (apun). Since there is only one 
personn injured and other persons are not available in this context, the contrastive (or Focal) 
interpretationn of apa- is excluded. There is simply nothing to be contrasted with. The other 
possibility,, signalling a new orientation in the discourse is also uncalled for since the offender 
iss the Discourse Topic throughout the paragraph. Obviously the anaphoric enclitic pronoun 

II  will use the term 'coordinator' instead of 'conjunction' for -ya "and". 
291 1 

Ass we will see in section 7.2, there is another factor besides morpho-phonology that plays a role: word order. 
Thee syntagm apa- + -ya occurs only in certain positions in the clause. 
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-an-an could, and according to the current views on the use of anaphoric pronouns, should have 
beenn used. The solution for this problem of a seemingly unmotivated apa- will be presented 
inn section 7.3. 

Inn section 7.2 I wil l discuss the pronoun apa- with -ya attached to it, and distinguish 
betweenn "also" and "and" on the basis of several criteria described in 7.2.2. Section 7.4 
discussess the use of the adversative particle -ma!-a and apa- in coordinated clauses (see 
chapterr 9 for other uses of -mal-a and apa-). In sections 7.5 and 7.6 the Focus Structure of 
apa-apa- + -ya "also he/she/it" and apa- in coordinated clauses will be addressed respectively. 

7.2.. Expanding apa-: 'also he, she, it' or 'and he, she, it' 

7.2.1.. Introduction 

Too return to the two meanings of -ya, "and" and "also", as far as I am aware of there are no 
heuristicss in Hittitology to distinguish between these two values.292 Usually the Hittite 
clausess containing -ya are translated according to the possibilities which the target language 
offers.. There are however instances of doubtful interpretation which call for a solution. This 
cann be exemplified by one of the Hittite laws (§ 198, Hoffner 1997: 156-7): "If he brings 
themm (= his wife and her lover) to the palace gate and says: "Let my wife not be put to death", 
n[u]n[u]  DAM-SÜ huisnuzi ^pupunnza huisn[u\zV\ Hoffner  translates "... , and spares his 
wife,, he must also spare the lover (italics mine)". But why not translate: "If he brings them 
too the palace gate and says: "Let my wife not be put to death", then he shall spare his wife and 
hee shall spare the lover"? In this case the choice for "and" or "also" is not just a mere 
semanticc difference, but it also has important consequences for the question where the 
protasiss ends. In this example it is relevant to distinguish between these two meanings, but do 
wee have to extend the difference to Hittite in general or is it usually a question of translation? 
Itt wil l be concluded in this chapter that there is indeed a difference, independent from 
subjectivee interpretation. As we wil l see in section 7.2.6, the particle -ya functioning as 
coordinatorr "and" correlates with a certain sentence pattern, whereas -ya as Focus particle 
"also,, too" correlates with another sentence pattern. 

7.2.2.. Method 

AA first indication for establishing the correct interpretation might be the position of -ya in the 
clause.. And indeed, to anticipate my conclusions, -ya as the coordinator on sentence level 
"and""  appears cliticized to apa- in initial position and the focal particle "also, too", 
functioningg on word level, appears cliticized to apa- in initial or first position293, hardly ever 

Forr attestations and discussions of the use and translation of -ya see Friedrich's grammar (1960: 154-5), 
Kammenhuberr HW2, A p. 42ff., Puhvel HED, Vol. 1, 7ff. Luraghi 1990: 137 n. 16 notes that -ya "can, under 
certainn circumstances, have the meaning 'also', ..." but she does not pursue this matter. 

Thee notions of initial and first position in Hittite require some explanation. It is generally accepted in 
Hittitologyy to use the term 'Initial Position' for the first accented word or constituent, including the sentence 
connectives.. 'First Position*  is used for the first accented word following an accented connective with its 
possiblee clitics. 'Initial position' is reserved for topicalized and contrastive constituents, settings, and emphatic 
orr contrasting predicates. 
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laterr in the clause. Thus, -ya in first position always has the meaning "also, too", and initial 
295 5 

positionn is usually reserved for "and" but may sometimes be "also". But why should this 
bee so? It is actually surprising to find that -ya in first position is never "and". This 
observationn that nu Noun-ya with -ya as the coordinator "and" does not occur and also that 
thee combination *nu zya296 has not been attested in Hittite can be explained on the basis of the 
naturee of connectors and coordinators. 

Ass I will present below sub criterium 4, true coordinators do not connect clauses that 
followw each other in time. If we assume that nu is a temporal sequencer "and then" (or 
sentencee connective with Luraghi 1990297, CHD L-N 460ff.), it could never be combined with 
aa coordinator such as -ya because their functions would be contradictory: pushing the 
narrationn forward versus combining two clauses without a temporal sequence. Therefore the 
combinationn *nu-ya is impossible. For the same reason nu Noun-var with -ya as "and" is 
impossible.. The particle -ya in *nu-ya could neither be "also" because it has to be cliticized to 
aa noun which is then focused upon. The only interpretation left for this combination is focal 
-ya:-ya: "then also the N ...". And if nu would be a coordinator (which it is not), then the 
combinationss *nu-ya and nu N-ya with -ya as "and" would be likewise forbidden given 
criteriumm 3 (see below). The results are schematized in the next table: 

nu nu 

9494 These observations are based on the contexts in my corpus in which both the pronoun apa- and the particle 
-ya-ya occur. As a test I also checked the OH corpus on the occurrence of -ya in all other contexts, with the same 
results. . 

955 Rosenkranz 1973: 323 does not seem to object against a "satzeinleitende "und" " following nu in his 
discussionn of my example 7.16. His choice for "auch" in apatt=a depends solely on the context, not on 
considerationss of word order ("Das scheinbar satzeinleitende "und" in a-pa-at-ta IV 32 ist schon oben bei der 
Behandlungg von IV 30ff. als "auch" in einer Kette van Objekten gedeutet worden"). 

9696 Instead of * I wil l use # to indicate that a form is non-existent or not possible. * is reserved for reconstructed 
forms. . 

977 Luraghi 1990: 47ff. discusses the Hittite sentence connectives. Categorized amongst the additive 
conjunctions,, also called the non-subordinating, accented connectives, is the particle nu. It functions mainly as 
aa temporal sequencer when linking independent clauses {then). The conjunction -ya on the other hand is the 
onlyy coordinating conjunction in Hittite {-ma and -a belong to the adversative conjunctions). The members of 
thee syntactic unit coordinated by -ya stand in a symmetric relation to each other and can be rearranged, which is 
impossiblee for clauses or sentences connected by nu. Luraghi's view on the function of the connectives is, 
basically,, that the additive conjunctions are semantically conditioned whereas -ya, having no meaning of its 
own,, is simply a marker of syntactic coordination. 
AA contradictory view is expressed by Weitenberg 1992 (who could at that time not have known about Luraghi's 
analysis).. He concludes that "the semantic load of the particles (i.e. nu, ta, su, PG) in unmarked simple 
sentencess has developed to an extremely low degree, if not even zero" (p. 319). These particles should be 
studiedd on the basis of syntactic constraints. Weitenberg remarks about the enclitic conjunctions -ya and -mal-a 
thatt "... the enclitics possess a meaning in the sense that they are consciously used by the speaker to add a 
semanticc factor, to emphasize or to topicalize an utterance. The study of the use of the enclitic conjunctions 
basicallyy is a study of meaning, of stylistics, an interpretation in retrospect of the utterance of a Hittite speaker" 
(p.. 323). 
Whateverr the nature of these particles turns out to be, at least it can be noted that they are highly different from 
eachh other. I would like to suggest that -ya "and", with Luraghi, is a syntactic coordinator combining clauses, 
therebyy forming a relation "between states of affairs ... that make up the represented world" (Kroon 1995: 69). 
Followingg Kroon's model of the layered structure of discourse (1995, Ch. 4), -ya functions on the 
representationall  level. But by its nature as an enclitic to a word in initial  position, it indeed adds an extra value, 
followingg Weitenberg. The sentence connective nu seems to function on the presentational level: it is one of 
thee devices the speaker/writer may use to organize and present his information. 
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-ya -ya 
coordinator r 

focal l 

connective e 
nu-ya nu-ya 

nunu N-ya 
nu-ya nu-ya 

nunu N-ya 

coordinator r 
* * 
nu-ya nu-ya 

nunu N-ya # # nu-ya nu-ya 
nunu N-ya 

Tablee 7.1. Combinations of coordinators and connectives 

Soo in both cases * nu-ya is always impossible, and *nu N-ya with -ya as "and" is also 
impossible,, but nothing prevents nu N-ya with -ya as "also". The possible patterns emerging 
fromm the different discourse functions of nu and -ya perfectly match with what I have noticed 
basedd on other criteria below. However, I have only dealt here with nu. We still do not know 
whetherr there is a same type of patterning for -ma and -ya29*, or asyndeton and -ya (for 
example,, does -ya in ## N N-ya ... , ## N-ma N-ya ... translate as "and" or not?). Another 
pointt is that -ya in initial position may function as the non-coordinating focal particle "also, 
too".. So one should not beforehand take 'position in the clause' as the determining factor, 
sincee there does not seem to be a convincing argument that predicts which pattern may occur! 
Therefore,, in order to distinguish between "and" and "also", other criteria than position in the 
clausee are needed. I have collected the following criteria from the linguistic literature on 
coordination: : 

(o o 

(2) ) 

StructuralStructural factors 
AA coordinator never connects its clause with the preceding subordinate clause (unless 
thiss clause is subordinate as well)299. If the particle -ya appears in the main clause of a 
complexx sentence, it has to have the focal function "also, too". 

ScopeScope and distance 
Dependingg on its function the scope of -ya is different. The coordinator "and" 
connectss clauses, it has a whole clause in its scope. In coordinated clauses the particle 
couldd be also translated with "also"300, but then its scope is still the whole clause. As 
Focuss particle -ya "also, too" has only scope over one word. Compare for example the 
followingg constructed dialogue: "I am going to buy this book! — Me too!" / "I am 
goingg to buy it too!" with "I am going to buy that book and I am going to sell this bike 
too"// "I am going to buy that book and to sell this bike!". In the first example the 
scopee of the particle is me, the rest of the clause is presupposed, either because it 
alreadyy is mentioned during the discourse or because it is easily retrievable from the 
contextt or common knowledge shared by the discourse participants. In the second 
examplee no such presupposition exists. 
Havingg a narrow scope, the Focus particle -ya appears in a clause which shares the 
remainingg part of the clause with a previous part of the discourse. However, in Hittite 
twoo coordinated clauses may also have the same predicate: "I am going to the city and 
Johnn is going to the city". The difference with -ya "also" is that the shared part of the 
clausee is often found at a relatively large distance from its counterpart. This means 

Thee same type of patterning as nu and ya could for example occur when -ma functions as a particle indicating 
aa new or unexpected topic. In that case one should discuss how topical izers and coordinators are distibuted. As 
farr as I know, the particle -ma as topicalizer should not prevent a true coordinator from occurring in the same 
clause. . 

299 9 
Seee also Luraghi 1990: 57, from the viewpoint of sentence connectives. 

II  often translate coordinate -ya as "and also, ..." to prevent confusion with English sequential "and (then)". 
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thatt when the predicate is 'shared' over a large distance, the particle -ya is not "and" 
butt "also". When the shared-predicate clause immediately follows the other one, -ya 
cann theoretically be either "also" or "and". 

(3)) Combination of particles 
AA coordinator cannot co-occur with another coordinator (Dik 1968: 34-41). For 
example,, when the particle -ma in its function as adversative coordinator co-occurs 
withh -ya, -ya must be the focal "also".301 Also, when it is clear that -ya ... -ya does not 
meann "both ... and", initial -ya is the coordinator and -ya in first position is Focal. 

(4)) Symmetry of semantics 
(a)) The members of a coordination are symmetrical, they can be rearranged without 
changingg the information contained in the coordination structure (Luraghi 1990: 56). 
AA coordinator connects two clauses within one discourse-act, whereas connectives join 
twoo independent discourse acts. To cite Jeffers (1987: 314) on this subject: "On the 
otherr hand, Hittite -ia (and its alternant -a) generally connects two clauses in which 
thee described actions or states are intimately connected in time and space (i.e., where 
thee two clauses describe two components of a single situation), or where the connected 
clausess refer to parallel notions.' 
Lesss general in his description of coordinated clauses is Moutaouakil 1988. Besides 
thee pragmatic identity mentioned sub (5) below, he formulates two other constraints 
onn the coordination of predications in Arabic: 
(b)) Constraints on propositional contents (o.c. 342): the members of the coordination 
needd to express the same type of state of affairs, the predicates have to belong to the 
samee semantic field, and the topic-arguments have to be derived from the same 
discoursee universe. It is possible to say (his example 97a, p. 341) 

Zaydunn waqifun wa (Amrun jalisun 
Zayd-nomm standing-nom and tAmr-nom sitting-nom 
Zaydd is standing and c Amr is sitting 

butt not (his example 98a, I.e.) 

*Zaydunn waqifun wa 'Amrun sVirun 
Zayd-nomm standing-nom and <Amr-nom poet-nom 
*Zaydd is standing and c Amr is a poet. 

301 1 
Weitenbergg (1992: 338 fh. 14) observes the co-occurrence of nu, ta and su with the enclitic conjunctions -ma, 

-a-a and -ya, and concludes that our knowledge of Hittite is not yet sufficient to use this test. But as I have 
suggestedd in fn. 297, nu, ta and su are not coordinators but discourse connectives. If so, the test should not be 
appliedd to clauses where nu and -ya co-occur, but only where -mal-a and -ya co-occur. The test then allows to 
distinguishh between -ma as topicalizer and -ma as coordinator. (See Chapter 9 for more on -ma.) 

3022 Kammenhuber (HW2 42b) noted that the particle -ya "leichten zeitlichen Fortschritt der Handlung implizieren 
[kann],, da -(v)a-Satze nicht in jeder Position mit dem vorausgehenden Satz vertauschbar sind". To support this 
HW22 cites KUB 12.31+ obv. 8 (CTH 486): nusm[(u*kan)]* [{za)]zhï anda $U D1NGIR-L/M [(ar)]as 
KAx\J-isszasmuz[(kan)]KAx\J-isszasmuz[(kan)] 9 tapüsa pait "In a dream the hand of a god reached out to me and my mouth 
ceasedd to function". The second clause however is not necessarily sequential in time but might be an 
explicationn of what the touch of a god actually does to you. Also, we simply do not know whether 'my mouth 
ceasedd to function and in a dream the hand of a god reached out to me' is possible or not. We do not know 
whetherr the speech problems are a result of the dream or not. 
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(c)) the Constraint on identity of illocutionary force (o.c. 344): coordinated 
predicationss need to have the same illocutionary force, that is, they are both 
interrogative,, imperative, declarative etc. 
Kroonn (1995: 108) also provides us with tests to distinguish between symmetrical and 
non-symmetricall  structures. First, (d) a change in sentential mood breaks the 
parallelism.. Secondly, (e) the presence of modal adverbs and comparable devices 
mightt indicate whether two clauses are symmetrical and therefore coordinated or not. 
Whenn clauses are coordinated, the entire complex falls within the scope of the modal 
expression,, which means that for example a modal adverb does not have to be 
repeated. . 

(5)) Symmetry of pragmatics 
Coordinatedd sentences or clauses should be pragmatically congruent, which is the so 
calledd constraint on identity of Pragmatic Focus (Moutaouakil 1988: 348, Dik 1997: 
199).. It is for example possible to say in Arabic (Moutaouakil's example 113f, p. 347) 

dajdjandajdjan yakala cAmrun wa sayan sariba Halidun 
chickenn has-eaten <Amr-nom and tea has-drunk Halid-nom 
contr.. Focus contr. Focus 

'Itt is chicken thatc Amr has eaten and it is tea that Halid has drunk' 

butt not (his example 114b, I.e.) 

**  >akala cAmrun dajdjan wa sayan sariba Halidun 
has-eatenn <Amr-nom chicken and tea has-drunk Halid-nom 

NewFocuss on predicate contr. Focus on noun 
**  'cAmr has eaten chicken and it is tea that Halid has drunk' 

Clausess must carry the same type of Focus function or the same kind of internal focus 
distribution.. Focus on a NP in only one of the members of the coordinate clauses is 
thereforee excluded. But since we do not know anything definite about Focus 
distributionn in Hittite , this argument cannot be used as a test. 

(6)) Semantic incompatibility 
Thiss is more or less the dust bin for clauses with -ya that could not be fit in in one of 
thee classes described above. By comparing the clauses in which -ya occurs one can for 
examplee exclude -ya "also" if the contents of remainder of the clause (clause minus N-
ya)ya) is not somehow presupposed. 

Thee remainder of this section is organized as follows. The examples in my corpus are listed 
followingg the criteria discussed above. Criterium (5) could not be used. (1) is 
straightforward,, but is combined with test (2) in the discussion of each example (section 
7.2.3).. In 7.2.4.1 present the only example in my corpus with a combination of particles (3). 
Semanticc symmetry versus non-symmetry (4) is discussed in 7.2.5, again combined with (2). 
Inn 7.2.6 I present an example for (6). The evaluation takes place in section 7.2.7. And finally, 
thee Focus structure is discussed in section 7.5. 

3033 These criteria are based upon Arabic. It is of course possible that some are language specific. The identity of 
illocutionaryy force and of pragmatic functions are accepted by Dik 1997: 198-199. 

Inn this study I hope to uncover some of the Focus structures in Hittite (this Chapter sections 7.5 and 7.6, and 
Chapterss 8 and 9). 
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7.2.3.. The interpretation of apa- with -ya depending on structural features 

Wheneverr a clause containing the particle -ya is preceded by a subordinate clause, the 
meaningg of -ya can only be "also, too" (test 1). When the complex sentence itself has to be 
coordinatedd with the preceding clause, the coordinator -ya "and" (or the adversative 
coordinatorr -ma) is cliticized to the first word of the subordinate clause of the complex 
sentencee (as is shown by examples 7.2, 7.3, 7.5). Although the structure of the complex 
sentencee only allows the meaning "also, too", I wil l still provide that part of the text with 
whichh the "also" clause is compared (test 2). 

Thee following types of subordinate clauses contain apa- with -ya in their main 
clauses:: relative clauses (7.2.3.1), conditional clauses (7.2.3.2), clauses of comparison 
(7.2.3.3),, temporal clauses (7.2.3.4) and kuit clauses (7.2.3.6). In 7.2.3.5 I present the 
clausess following upon a stretch of Reported Speech, and in 7.2.3.7 I discuss what could be 
calledd 'parallel stretches of discourse' (see there for an explanation). 

723.1.723.1. Relative Clauses and -ya 

7.22 KBo 32.14 ii 26-30 (MH/MS wisdom text), ed. Neu 1996: 79305 

1(\1(\ ' 27 v 28 

§§ aliianas nzasta \T>-an tapusa kuies ueses nu apüs uesiiattari këziziaz 
lca[n]lca[n]  kuies ueses nuzssan a-pé-e-da-as-sa s[dkuua] zikkizzi n^as^san tapusas 
uesiiasuesiias dras ÖL kis:ma uemit ÜL 
AA deer: the meadows which are alongside the river, those he grazes, and the meadows 
whichh are on the other side, on those too (apedassza) he lays (his) e[yes]. But he did 
nott reach the alongside meadows, while these (= the meadows on this side) he did not 
find. . 

Althoughh the clause with the pronoun apa- + -ya is not paralleled by a comparable clause in 
thee preceding text, it is clear that the deer not only wants to graze the meadow he is on right 
now,, but also the meadow on the other side. Unlucky for him, he ends up with nothing. 

7.33 KUB 19.20 + obv. 9'-13'  (NH letter, Suppiluliuma I, CTH 154), ed. Van den Hout 
1994:: 64, 72 
9''  [tDMdlan kuit S]A LUGAL KUR URUtfwrn '  edez tapusa êsta 10 [n*at I$TU 
NAM.RAA GU4.HI.A ] UDU.HI.A dssuittza sard daftfiun n [mattza ANA KUR 
URVURVHa]ttiHa]tti  udahhun kêzziziazkan kuit u'  [SA LUGAL KUR m[JHurri  t]apusa êsta 
nuzzanuzza a-pa-a-at-ta ANA KUR muHatti  iy [udahhun 
[What]]  was alongside [the Mala-river] on the other side belonging to the king of Hurri, 
II  took [it] up[, including deportees, oxen], sheep, and possessions, and I brought [them 
too Ha]tti. And also, what was alongside on this side [belonging to the king of Hurri], 
thatt too (apatt^a) [I brought] to Hatti. 

1)55 The other (late) Middle Hittite attestations are HKM 17 obv. 19 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199) 
kui[eskui[es URU]A/areit o 19 manninkuua[ntes nul] a-pu-u-us-sa M ualhüuani, HKM 30 rev. 23 - left edge 2 
[ka]sctsza[ka]sctsza GEME kuit 2*  [kui]t  dan daianza harzi (lower  edge)1 nzasta a-pa\-a-]at-ta Ill s St/ da, 
KBo5.33 + ii 1-6 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42) zik kuedani EGIR-an tiiasi nu a-pu-u-un-na harninkan[du] 
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Thee parallel clause occurs in obv. 11'. 

7.44 KBo 3.4+ i 10-13 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 55306 

ABUzSUzuazssiABUzSUzuazssi kuis LUGAL KUR HAITI  êsta nuzuanas UR.SAG-/1 LUGAL-us 
êstaêstauu nuzuazza KUR.KUR.MES LUKÜR tar(a)hhan harta nusuarzas^za DINGIR-
L/M-isL/M-is  DU-at DUMU-$U ? ma ?ua?ssi? za? kan '2 kuis ANA GI^GU.ZA ABIzSu esat 
nuzuanuzua a-pa-a-as-sa karü LVKAL-anza êsta l nu^uarzan irmaliiattat nu^uazza 
a-pa-a-as-saa-pa-a-as-sa DlNGlR-LIM-is  kisat 
'Hiss father who was the king of the Hittites was a heroic king, and he held the enemy 
countriess under control. (But) he became a god. And his son who sat on the throne of 
hiss father, he too (apass-a) was in the past a strong man. He became ill , and he too 
(apass-a)(apass-a) became a god.' 

Thee parallel clauses of i 12 nuzua a-pa-a-as-sa karü L^KAL-anza êsta and i 13 nuzuazza 
a-pa-a-as-saa-pa-a-as-sa DlNGIR-LIM-is  kisat are respectively i 10 nuzuartas UR.SAG-is LUGAL-us 
êstaêsta andi 11 nuzuar?aszza DINGIR-LIM-is  DV-at. 

7.55 Bo 86/299 i 69-77 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 14-15 
§§ 69 SA-BI KUR VRUdU-tassa?ia?kan kuies URU.DIDLI.HI.A SA LUGAL KUR URU 

HAITIHAITI  eser [followed by names of cities] a-pu-u-us-sa-as-si piiantes 
Andd the cities in the midst of Tarhuntassa which belonged to the king of Hatti: 

,, these too are given to him. 

Althoughh the preceding context does not literally state that some cities are given to the king of 
Tarhuntassa,, the "And if the king of Hatti starts a campaign against him, and takes also the 
landd of Parha with arms, (then) that one too belongs to the king of Tarhuntassa" in i 63-64 
(seenn m. 308) which precedes our passage is obviously another way of stating that something 
iss given to the king. 

7.23.2.7.23.2. Conditional Clauses and -ya 

7.66 KUB 21.1+ ii i 4-10 (NH treaty, Muwattalli II , CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 66, 68307 

5066 The other attestations are NH (Mursili II ) KBo 3.4+ i 8-9 (NH Annals, CTH 61 I) nu KUR.KUR LUKUR 
OL*iaOL*ia kuies küruriiahheskir 9 nu a-pu-u-us-sa KUR.KUR.MES ^UKÜR küruriiahhir, KBo 3.4+ i 8-9 (NH 
Annals,, CTH 61 I) KUB 31.121 ii 18'-20' (NH Prayer, CTH 379) § 18' nuznnas f$TU dISKUR*m kuiê[s\ ,9' 
ZAG.tfl.AA  tiiantes nu a-pé-da-as-sa M' ANA ZAG.HI-A EGIR-a*  ÜL tiianu[n], KUB 48.100+ rev. 7-10 (NH 
Prayer,, CTH 486) ir nu a[mmuk (TÜG.NIG.LAMMES)] * [(apëd)]ani UD-TI uassan k[ue harkun (nu* 
kankan a-pé-e-ia)] 9 1(TUG.NJG.LAM.M)1ES anda [a]ppanda«s» Q[(ADU TU^gfe GfR KUSE Si R) ]  ,0 

[(JTTI)][(JTTI)]  x-TI para nd[ir.;  Hattusili III : KUB 1.1+ iii 57-58 (Egodocument, CTH 81) [(KURKUR.MES*kz 
58 8 

kuedannattakuedannatta am)]muk EGIR-po [(asesanunun nuzmuzkan a-pé-e-ia hümanda)] arha das, KUB 21.15 
ii  17-18 (NH, CTH 85) l7 ARAD-anniziazmu kue KUR.KUR.MES piian [êsta] " nuzmuJkan a-pé-e-ia arha 
datta[t],datta[t], KUB 1.1+ iv 69-70 69 amuqqsa kuit harkun a-pdd-da-ia para pihhun 70 matzkan EGIR-<zn 
tarnahhun,tarnahhun, KUB 21.38 obv. 61'-62' (NH letter, Puduhepa, CTH 176) karü*ma kuies hassantes [u]emiianun 
nunu a-pu-u-us-sa [sallanunun ...] 

077 See also from Hattusili III : KUB 14.7 ii 12 (CTH 383): nu a-pa-a-at-ta-ia uttarSA fDanuhepa iiannais 
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manman dVTU-Sl apez! KUR-ea[(z)] 5 [(nassu m{JK)]arkisaz VRl}Luqqdz nas[(ma 
^^ RR^Warsiiallaz)a]^Warsiiallaz)a] 6 [{lahhiiam)]i  nutmu ziaa^a QADU ÉRIN.MES 
ANSE.KUR.[(RA.MES)]]  7 [(kattan lahh)\iiasi nasma man BELU kuinki [(kêz)] 8 

[(KUR-az)]]  lahhiiauuanzi uiiami nu a-p\(é-e-da-ni-ia)] [(kattan lah)]]heskisi 
^VHaddusazzmazuaztta^VHaddusazzmazuaztta 10 [(kê la)]hhiiatar ... 
Iff  I,~My Majesty, undertake a campaign from that country, either from Karkisa, Luqqa 
orr Warsiyalla, then you too with troops and horses shall go on campaign together with 
me.. Or if I send some lord to go on campaign from this country, then with him too 
(apedani-ya)(apedani-ya) you shall go on campaign. 

Thee parallel clause occurs in iii 6-7. 

7.77 KBo 4.10+ rev. 15-17 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106), ed. Van den Hout 
1995:: 46-47308 

§§ 15 man dUTU-Si ANA mUlmi-d\J-up 1 URU-Lt/M  nasma 1 ASRU kuitki uekzi nz 
at*siat*si SILIM-Zz"  pdi GÉSPU-ahhu[as] ÜL 16 mat ANA NlS DINGIR-L/ M  kattan arha 

1*7 7 

GAR-rww nasma man mUlmi-dU-upas kuitki ANA d\JTV-$I uekz[i] matzsi 'ÜTU-
SlSl pdi nu a-pa-a-at-ta-ia ANA NlS DINGIR-UM  kattan arha GAR-ru 
Iff  My Majesty asks from Ulmi-Tessub one city or one area, whichever (it is), and he 
givess it wholeheartedly to him, without violence, then that shall be excluded from the 
Oathh of the gods. Or if Ulmi-Tessub asks something from My Majesty, and My 
Majestyy gives it to him, then that too (apatta-ya) shall be excluded from the Oath of 
thee gods. 

Thee parallel clause of rev. 17 nu a-pa-a-at-ta-ia ANA NlS DINGIR-L/ M  kattan arha GAR-ru 
iss rev. 16 mat ANA NlS DINGIR-L/ M  kattan arha GAR-ru. 

Belongingg here too is the bulk of expressions describing the warning that a vassal is 
somehoww transgressing the stipulations of a treaty: 

7.88 KUB 19.50+ iii 12-14 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 69)309, ed. Del Monte 1980: 60 
122 ziqqzan mManapa-d\J-as is[tamasti ku]uatqa 13 nuzza apel kistati nu A[NA 
dd\JTU*sl]\JTU*sl]  EGlR-an arfia uahnus[i] M nu a-pdd-da [S\APAL NES DINGIR-L/ M 
[kit]taru [kit]taru 
Andd (if ) you Manapa-Tarhunta lis[ten] to him for some reason, and you become his, 
andd turn away from My Majesty, then that too (apadd-a) shall be put under oath of the 
gods! ! 

Thee first parallel line of ii i 14 nu a-pdd-da [S\APAL NES DINGIR-L/M [kit]taru  is n*e_ztta 
lingailingai kattan kittaru "let it be put under oath for you" in KUB 19.49 i 61-62. 

3088 See also from Tudhaliya IV: Bo 86/299 i 63-64 62 mannsatssi LUGAL KUR muHA7TI sard labhiiaizzi 
633 nu KUR VR[JParhannsa iSTU GI§TUKU L  êpzi nuzkan a-pa-a-as-sa M ANA LUGAL KUR U R U dU-

19 9 
tassatassa assanza, Bo 86/299 iii 18-19 nzat man arahzenisia KUR-e n*at a-pé-ez-zi-ia EGlR-pa 
uuadandu,uuadandu, KBo 4.10+ obv. W-W manias arafizinisia KUR-e nzan a-pé-ez-zi-ia M EGIR-pa uua[d]andu 

3099 Similar formulations in KBo 5.4 rev. 32*  (CTH 67, written nu a-pa-a-at-ta ...), KUB 19.49 iii 36*  (CTH 69, 
a-pad-daa-pad-da SAPAL NES DINGIR-L/A/ kittari, with apaddca in initial position), KUB 21.1 iii 55-65 (CTH 76, nu 
a-pad-da-iaa-pad-da-ia NES DINGIR-L/ M  GAM-an kittaru), ii i 59 (nu a-pa-a-as-sa memias SAPAL NES DINGIR-L/ M 
kittaru),kittaru), ii i 72 ([nu] a-pdd-da SAPAL NE[S DINGIR-L/ M  k)ittaru §). 
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Otherr examples from the treaties, but this time with apatta^ya "thus too, also for that 
reason": : 

7.99 KUB 6.41+ iv 6-7 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 68)310, ed. Friedrich 1926: 132-133 
66 [(mdn)]zkan ÉRIN.MESsma ANSE.KUR.RA.MES uarri lammar ÜL a[rn{utti)]  7 

[(nu-kan)}[(nu-kan)} kasma a-pa-a-at-ta-ia NE$ DINGIR-LIM  sarratti 
Butt if you do not bring troops and horses instantly to my aid, then, see!, you break the 
oathh of the gods also for that reason (apatta-ya). 

Kammehuberr HW 135a observed that it is only possible to choose between 
apatt=a/apadd=aapatt=a/apadd=a "also that" and apaddai'apatta "therefore" in unambiguous contexts 
(clausess with transitive verbs). Besides this we now also have another structural argument: 
firstt position is often reserved for apa- + -ya, so at least we can say that a-pa(-a)-at-ta, a-pad-
dada in first position is more likely to be apatt-a then apadda. 

Inn the next example a conditional clause follows upon a main clause, excluding 
coordination: : 

7.100 KUB 14.12 rev. 7'-10'  (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 III) , ed. Lebrun 1980: 217-
218 8 
7'' man?ma?kan DINGIR.MES^ma BELU.MES hinkan I$T[U KUR URU#A777...]  8 

harsiialliiaszkanharsiialliiaszkan ispantuzziial[liias akkiskantariï] nu man a-pu-u-us-sa arha 
akkanziakkanzi nu ANA DINGIR.ME S BE[LU.MESZYA NINDA.KUR 4.RA ...]  10'  ispantuzzi 
kar(a)stari kar(a)stari 
Now,, when the gods, lords [...] plague fr[om Hattusa], (the ones) of the harsi-vessels 
[and]]  libationvess[els wil l die]. When they too (apuss-a) die off, [harsi bread and] 
libationn to the gods [my] lor[ds] will stop. 

Thee preceding paragraphs describe the massive dying in Hatti. 

7.2.33.7.2.33. Clauses of Comparison and -ya 

7.111 KBo 6.3 ii i 69, § 73 (OH/NS law, with duplicate OS KBo 6.2 ii i 65, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 80-81 
§§ takku GU4 huisuandan kuiski arki mahhan daiazilas a-pa-a-as-sa QATAMMA 
§ § 
Iff  anyone ... s a living ox, as (a person) of theft, so he too (apass-a) (shall be). 

7.122 KUB 19.26 i lO'-l l '  (NH treaty, Suppiluliuma I, CTH 44)3n 

nzasnzas AN[A LU]GAL  mahhan n L^K\JR^Su a~pe-e-da-ni-iazas QATAMM[A] 
LÜKÜR^5(// ësdu 

3,00 Similarly KBo 5.4 obv. 23', 27', rev. 54' (CTH 67, nu-kan kasma a-pa-at-ta-ya ...), obv. 33', rev. 23', 49' 
(nu-kan(nu-kan kasma a-pa-a-at-ta-ya ...), KUB 6.41+ iv 14 (NH Treaty, Mursil i II , CTH 68) nu kasma a-pa-a-at-
ta-iata-ia ANA PAN I DINGIR.ME S uastasi nuskan NIS DINGIR-L/ M  sarratti. 

14' ' 3111 And from the same text: i 13*-16' nufza LUSANGA nasma katta DUMU LUSANGA mahhan apel 

\-ni-ii \-ni-ii 
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Ass he is an enemy to His Majesty, in the same way let him be an enemy to him too 
(=Thee Priest, apedani-ya) 

Althoughh the particle -ya is not a necessary feature of a QATAMMA clause, it is very likely that 
thee -ya in a-pé-e-da-ni-ya-as is not a glide but the particle -ya. 

7.133 KBo 11.1 obv. 36-37 (NH prayer, Muwattalli, CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 107, 117312 

366 man dannadduszma kuiês URU.DIDLI.HI. A sinapsi kuedas ANA URU.DIDLI.HI. A 
" 3 77 V V 

êsziêszi nuzsmaszat m[ahhan êsseskanzi] nu a-pu-u-us-sa QATAMMA êssuuan 
tianzi tianzi 
Iff  there are some deserted towns that have a sinapsi(-structure), a[s they usually 
honor]honor] those (buildings), they shall also start to honor them (apuss-a, the cities 
includingg the sinapsi) in that same manner. 

7.23.4.7.23.4. Temporal clauses and -ya 

Inn my corpus there is only one example of a temporal clause which has apa- + -ya in the 
followingg main clause: 

7.144 KUB 1.1+ iii 14-16 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 18-19 
§§ I 4 [GlM(-anzma)] uit I$TU É.LUGAL  Dl-essar ku[{itki  EGIR-pa)] i5 

[Qiuitti)\attat[Qiuitti)\attat  nuzza dlSTAR GA$AN-YA [{para (landandatar)] \(a-pé-e-d)~\a-ni-
iaia mehuni tikkussan[(nut 
Now,, when it happened that the lawsuit was somehow withdrawn from the palace, 
Istar,, my Lady showed (her) guiding wisdom also/even at that time (apedani-ya)l 

Anticipatingg the results, Focal -ya generally takes initial or first position. Here however it 
occurss in preverbal position. One gets the impression that -ya in other than initial or first 
positionn means "even", although I have not studied this further. 

7.2.3.5.7.2.3.5. Reported Speech and -ya 

II  have three examples of apa- + -ya clauses in my corpus which follow directly upon a 
citationn from another letter, thus excluding coordination. 

7.155 HK M 60 rev. 21-26 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 234-
235313 3 

3122 See further KUB 21.1+ i 76'-77'(NH Treaty, CTH 76)76' [(nu* ttaskkan)} dUTU-.S/ kinun GlM-an anda 
ÖLÖL dalahhun 1T Ua-pi-ia-ia)]eta*kkan anda [(OL d)]aliiami; lateNH KUB 23.103 rev. 6'-7' (NH Letter, 

Tudhaliyaa IV, CTH 178A) ammukzmatza ANA ENsKUNU mahhan SIG5-anza x[...J nu*za a-pé-e-da-
ni-iani-ia  QATAMMA spat SlG5-anza n*an pahhasten. 

3133 And two examples from Hattusili III : KUB 22.70 obv. 38 (NH Oracle, CTH 566): 3' nu memir apümua 
memianmemian ÜL sekkueni nun kan a-pa-a-as-sa memias EGIR-pa kittari, KUB 1.1 iv 23-24 (NH Egodocument, 
CTHS\)nufza$ACTHS\)nufza$A dl$TAR p[(ard han)]dandatar a-pi-ia-i\(a)] u mekkiuhhun 
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§§ 21 kissannzazmu memis[ta] 21 m\)DU-siualiszuazza Gl5GIGIR 23 türiiazzi 
nammazuarzatnammazuarzat 24 arha [d]uuarnizzi 25 nuzssi a-pa-a-at-ta GIÏGIGIR 26 EGIR-pa 
SIGyinSIGyin iiaddu § 
AndAnd he (Tarhunmiya) said to me as follows: 'UDU-siwali harnesses the wagon, then he 
breakss it.' He (UDU-siwali) must repair that wagon too (apatt-a)\ 

Thee letter discusses what has to be done with the men, UDU-siwali and Iyarappiya, who keep 
destroyingg the property of Tarhunmiya. Although the nature of the damaged goods and the 
retributionn of the damage is not mentioned, one can infer from this example that at least the 
otherr damaged goods had to be repaired or replaced. 

7.2.3.6.7.2.3.6. kuit-clauses and -ya 

Forr subordinate clauses containing kuit "as for (the fact that)" we have: 

7.166 KBo 17.3+ rev. iv 25-29 (OS ritual, CTH 416), ed. Otten & Soucek 1969: 38-39, Neu 
1980a:: 17 

G]G]SharpazmaSharpazma \-anta LUGAL-as GIR^ij' kitta MUNUS.LUGAL-^ö l-anta 26 kitta 
tata sïni têmi da LUGAL-dtf MUNUS.LUGAL-̂ ?a aln udin pittuliu(s)zsmuss?a ta 
hahallithahallit gdpinan ddhhe kalulupi ? smi hulalian kuit?a314 anda 29 halkias^a 
ZizttZizttLALA-s?a-s?a harsarrza nu a-pa-at-ta GJRzSUNU kitta 
Butt (as for) the woodpiles, one set is lying at the feet of the king, and one set is lying 
(att the feet) of the queen, and I say to the figure: 'Take the king's and queen's woe, 
painn and and their worries." With the brush I take the thread, wound around their 
fingers.. Now, as for the 'heads' of both barley and wheat inside (the basket), those 
tootoo (apatt-a) lie at their feet. 

Thiss passage has always been translated differently. Usually the kuitz a is taken as a neuter 
relativee pronoun in a relative clause kalulupizsmi hulalian kuit ? a anda. The relative 
pronounn kuit is then coordinated with gdpinan by means of -a, the allomorph of -ma. The 
translationn is accordingly something like "I take the thread with the brush, and what is wound 
aroundd their fingers, that is, the heads too of both barley and wheat, those too lie at their feet." 
(Rosenkranzz 1973: 322 suggests that the grain crumbs were wound around the fingers, but 
thiss seems physically impossible.) It makes actually more sense to imagine the thread wound 
aroundd their fingers, instead of some indefinite thing which has not been referred to before 
andd only identified now as heads of barley and wheat. Earlier the text indeed only states (iv) 

tata kalulupus?(s)mus gdpinit huldliemi "I wind their fingers with the thread(s)". The 
grainss etc. are mentioned in iv 15-16 halkiias harsar isfiiianda 16 [zfZ.ö]l.A-i^f l harsar 
ishiiandaishiianda këzssan hümanda [(pa)]ttanï têhhe "The heads of grain are tied together, and 
thee heads of wheat are tied together. I put these all in a basket." The local adverb anda in iv 
288 refers to the fact that the heads are put in a basket. 

Andd a late Hittite example: 

Inn Old Hittite one can isolate a Topic-introducing kuit-a construction, related to the clauses in later Hittite that 
containn a non-pronominal kuit 'as for the fact that'. I will treat this phenomenon elsewhere. 

II  have the impression that sometimes Focal -ya "also" is announced as it were in the preceding subordinate 
clause,, see the beginning of 7.2.3. 
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7.177 Bo 86/299 ii 53-55 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 18-
1 93 i6 6 

§§ 53 mahhanzmazza ABUtYA kuuapi DINGIR-L/AZ-t f kisat nu KUR.KUR.HI. A kuit54 

drdr sa tiiat mdLAMMA-aszmaz/nu a-pé-e-da-ni-ia mehuni ser akta nu^mu 
pahhasta pahhasta 
Butt when my father became a god, given that the (other) countries stood aside, 
KuruntaKurunta was ready to die for me also at that time (apedani-ya), and he protected me. 

7.2.3.7.7.2.3.7. Parallel stretches of discourse and -ya 

Inn a few instances not just the part which contains the apa- + -ya is parallel to a clause earlier 
inn the discourse, but also the larger part of discourse to which the apa- clause belongs is 
virtuallyy a repetition of the larger part containing the parallel clause. I claim that it is 
impossible,, or at least very unlikely, that when clauses A and B in such a larger part of the 
discoursee are not coordinated by means of -ya, the parallel clauses A' and B' (containing the 
apa-apa- + -ya), are coordinated. The couples A & B and A' & B' are either both coordinated or 
bothh not coordinated. So in those cases where -ya is absent in one of the discourse pieces, -ya 
inn the other one can only be focal. 

Sincee there is hardly any research on cohesion of larger parts of discourse in Hittite, I 
heree discuss each example from my corpus. Starting with Middle Hittite: 

7.188 KUB 14.1+ obv. 54-56 (MH/MS narration, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 14-15 
544 mah[hanzmaz]ssi [katta uer11 n?as]ta $A mMa[d]duuatta [DAM.]MES t$U 
NAM.RA.HI. AA  zSUNU assüzia sër ^^^Sallauuassi ue[mier] mat? si ap\pa piier 
$A]$A] mKupanta-d[LAMMA]-iaziazkan [DAM.MESzSU DVMV.MES]-Su NAM.RA.HI.A -
ZUZU dssüzia ser VRVSallauu.assi u[emierzpatr?] nu a-pa-a-at-ta [ANA 
mmMad\duuattaMad\duuatta pi\ie]r 
[But]]  wh[en they came down??] to him, [they] fo[und] the [wive]s, <children>, 
deporteess and possessions of Madduwatta up in Sallawassa, and [they gave] them 
bafck]]  to him, and also, [they] f[ound the wives, childre]n, deportees and possessions 
off  Kupanta-Kurunta up in Sallawassa, and these too (apatt-a) they gave [to 
Madjduwatta. . 

Thee parallel clauses are given below: 

AA  54n?asta $A mMadduuatta DAMMEÈzSu ... uemer 
BB 55 nzglzsi dppa piier (no coordination) 

A''  55SA mKupanta-dLAWAA-ia*iazkan DAM.MES f̂t / ... uemerzpat11 

B''  56 nu a-pa-a-at-ta ANA mMadduuatta piier 

1166 The other examples are KUB 50.6+ ii 53-55 (NTH Oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569) É[-irsma] 54 kuit 

tamèdastamèdas para SUM[-an] 55 n*a$ a-pé-da-ni-ia EGlR-an S[IxSA-af]. From Hattusili III : KUB 22.70 obv. 
85-rev.. 1 (NH Oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566) DUMU.MUNUS fPattiia*ia kuit MUNUS.LUGAL ANA dUTU-

SlSl assuli pesta 
us-saus-sa punussuueni. 

866 1 
SiSi assuli pesta \ huuartas*masan ÜL SAG.DU.MES-azzsö kuit IN A SA É mZiuini [...]  II \d\-DU-u-
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Thiss example shows by the way coordination of the larger text fragments themselves (SA 
mmKupanta-Kupanta-ddLAMMA-iaLAMMA-ia z iaz kan). This clause is not coordinated to the previous clause, but to 
thee larger discourse unit ntasta $A mMadduuatta DAM.MES^Sf/ ... uemer nzatzsi dppa 
piier.piier. One could describe this structure schematically as (A, B) & (A', B't0o)-

7.199 IBoT 1.36 i 43-44 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:8-9 9 
§§ man tza? kan gamarsuuanza z ma kuin tamaszi nu aras ari tezzi u nu^ssan 
a-pa-at-taa-pa-at-ta ANA GAL  MESED1 ari 
Butt if a bowel movement (?) bothers someone, then one tells (it) to another, (so that) 
thatt (matter) too (apatt-a) reaches the chief-of-guards. 

Thee context in which this passage appears discusses the instructions concerning the 'going to 
thee pot'. The preceding lines describe the actions which have to be taken before one can go to 
urinate,, i 33-42 'If a bodily urge (sehunanza) bothers him, he will walk behind all (other) 
guards,, and wil l say to the guard who stands in front of him: "I have to go to the pot". Now 
thatt one wil l pass (the word) to another guard, and that one in turn will pass (it) on to a man 
off  third rank, the man of third rank will pass (it) on to a man of second rank, L^duianallis^ 
mama ANA UGULA.10.ME5EDI tezzi 'and the man of second rank will pass (it) on to the 
commander-of-tenn of the guards'. If also the chief-of-guards is present — he is in the guard's 
courtt — n*a[t UG]ULA[.10.M£$££>]/ 41 ANA GAL ME$EDIzia arnuzzi'then the commander-
of-tenn of the guards communicates it even to the the chief-of-guards: "He has to go to the 
pot!""  The chief-of-guards wil l say: "Go he must!" ', followed by the example above. 
Thee parallel discourse structures are: 

AA  ^duianallis * ma ANA UGULA. 10.MESEDI tezzi... 
BB ntat UG\JLA.10.ME$EDI ANA GAL  ME$EDUia arnuzzi (no coordination) 

A''  nu aras ari tezzi 
B''  nuzssan a-pa-at-ta ANA GAL  MESEDI ari 

7.200 IBoT 1.36 ü 32-35 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 18-19 
^VME&MESEDlzma^VME&MESEDlzma kuu[ap]i iianta nu 2 L^M^MESEDI  piran buiante[s] 33 

GlGlH\JKXJR.ttI.AïiaH\JKXJR.ttI.Aïia  harka[nz]i matzkan handdntes fG\JB'?-la?l[zzma'?] 
DUMU.É.GALL  34 iiatta nu GlSkalmus harzi nzasta a-pa-as-sa ANA 2 
L[ü.MESMEi?£D]77 35 [ha]nddnza 
Whenn the guards march, two guards are walking in front, holding spears; and they are 
linedd up. [But to their] left marches a palace attendant. He hold a lituus. He too 
(apass-a)(apass-a) is lined up with the two guards. 

Thee nzatzkan handdntes'\ the two guards with spears who are lined up, is paralleled by n? 
astaasta apassza ANA 2 L^M^MESEDI fianddnza, the palace attendant with a lituus who has to 
bee lined up with them. This example, and others (see below), show that the remaining part of 
thee clause (the clause without apa- + ya) is not necessarily presupposed in its entirety. The 
parallell  structures are: 

AA  GlS$UKUR.tfI.AWa harkanzi 
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BB nzatzkan handdntes (no coordination) 

A''  nu Gl$kalmus harzi 
B''  nzasta a-pa-as-sa ANA 2 L^M^ME3EDI  handanza 

7.211 KBo 6.28 + obv. 6-9 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 88), ed. Goetze 1940: 21-22 
§§ 6 karü KUR.KUR.ME S URU//A7T/[ l]$TU L^KU R arha harganuuan ësta edez 
kuilt]kuilt] 11 nu LÜKÜR URVGasgas uit nu[ KUR.]KUR.ME S URU//A7T/ harganut nuzza 
UR{JUR{JNenassanNenassan ZAG-an 8 iiat edez t ma I$T[U KU]R URU&4/>L/77 LÖKÜR VR{JArzauuas 
uituit  nu a-pa-a-as-sa 9 KUR.KUR.ME S URUM477Y harganut 
Inn the past the countries of Hatti were completely destroyed by the enemy. 
Concerningg the other side (of the border), the Gasgaean enemy came, and destroyed 
thee countries of Hatti, and established Nenassa as the border. But from another 
directionn (across the border), from the direction of the Lower Lands, the Arzawaean 
enemyy came, and he too (apass-a) destroyed the countries of Hatti. 

7.222 KBo 6.28 + obv. 13 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 88), ed. Goetze 1940: 21-22 
§§ ,3 edez * ma LÜKÜR URlJArmatanas[ uit ] nu a-pa-a-as-sa KUR.KU[R.ME S 
URpf ta mm harganut 
Butt from another direction the enemy from Armatana [came], and he too (apass-a) 
destroyedd the countries of Hatti. 

Thesee two examples are part of a larger piece of text describing the weakened strength of 
Hattii  somewhere in the past. The provinces belonging to the heartland of Hatti however were 
nott the only ones attacked by the enemy. Not one of the sentences in this text describing the 
destructionn of another area contains the expression a-pa-a-as-sa. This is a rather important 
observationn for the establishment of the necessary conditions for the use of -ya as 'too, also' 
(seee the discussion of Focus in section 5). Obviously most elements in these 'too' clauses 
shouldshould be constant, with the only variable the apa- expression. For why else do we have obv. 
100 nu KUR URVGassiia jjüman jiarganut '(But from another direction the enemy from 
Araünnaa came), and destroyed the country of Gassiya', and obv. 12 [nu v^Tegarama 
harganutharganut'' (But [the enemy] from Isuwa came), and destroyed Tegarama' instead of nu q^ 
pa-a-as-sapa-a-as-sa X fiarganut ? Only when the destruction of Hatti by different enemies is 
involved,, a-pa-a-as-sa may be used. The parallel structures are: 

AA  edez kuit nu LUKÜR lJR{JGasgas uit 
BB nu KUR.KUR.MES {JRUHATTI harganut (no coordination) 

A''  edez £ ma l$TU KUR mv$APUTI LÜKÜR URVArzauuas uit 
B'' nu a-pa-a-as-sa 9 KUR.KUR.MES URUf/A777 harganut 

1.21.2 A. The interpretation of apa- with -ya in combination with other coordinators 

Inn the following example -ya occurs besides another coordinator: 
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7.233 KBo 19.44+ rev. 14-16 (MH/MS treaty, with duplicate KBo 5.3+ ii i 42\ CTH 42) 
§§ 4 nammaztta dUTU-&  kuin kun NINzYA ANA DAM-U[TTIzK(A AD)pm l5 nuzssi 
NIN.MES-taa SA MAS-SU SA NVMVN-SU meqqaês [(as)]anzi 16 SA N[UMW-K(A-a; 
t)]tat)]ta a-pé-e-ia zig ?az srnas? za MN-ZU kuit har si 
Furthermore,, this sister of mine which I have given to you as your wife has many 
sisterss belonging to her family and clan. And they too {ape-ya) belong to your c[lan] 
sincee you have taken their sister. 

Thee -ya in ape-ya has to be interpreted as "also", because the clause already contains the 
coordinator-j ww in SA NUMUN-KA-at-ta3]* 

7.2.5.. The interpretation of apa- with -ya depending on non-structural features 

Thee remainder of the examples of apa- with -ya has to be studied using other criteria than the 
structurall  ones listed above. The first non-structural criterium is symmetry (test 4). When 
twoo clauses, of which the second one contains -ya, are rearrangeable without changing the 
informationn contained in the message, they are coordinated and moreover, they are parallel: 
thee particle -ya has to be translated as "and". From this parallellism Moutaouakil has derived 
somee constraints on the structure of coordinated clauses, as I mentioned in section 7.2.2. 
Besidess following Moutaouakil's constraints, all the examples listed in section 7.2.5.1 are also 
non-sequentiall  in time. Supporting the analysis of -ya in 7.2.5.1 as coordinator is the absence 
off  a parallel clause in the preceding context in several of the examples in the symmetry 
section.. Lack of symmetry on the other hand is discussed in section 7.2.5.2. 

7.2.5.1.7.2.5.1. Symmetrical clauses and -ya 

7.244 KBo 17.11+ obv. i 36>-38\ with dupl. KBo 17.74+ (OS ritual, CTH *631), ed. Neu 
1980a:: 65 

LrjMESS GISBANSUR LÜMES MUtfALDI M  37' [XXX harsi{n karpanzi harsiia)l(litma)] 
U-eU-e a-pi-ia XV harsis GE6 kitt[(a)]  38'  \ (a-pi-ia-e-a XV harsi)s GE6 (kitta)] 
udanziudanzi tzan tiianzi (compare udanzi ta tianzi in obv. i 43") 

Thee table-people and the cooks pick up [30 /wrsjZ-breads. There (are) two harsiyalli-
bowls.. In the one (apiya) lie 15 dark /larji-breads, and in the other (apiya=ya) lie 15 
darkk har si-breads. They bring (them), and put (them) inside (?) 

Thee following examples from KBo 3.34 can not be trusted all together, because the Old 
Hittit ee text was sometimes not completely understood by the New Hittite copyist. It is 
possiblee that in certain cases the particle -ya is a substitute for the adversative particle -a, a 
variantt of -ma 19 which became extinct in New Hittite. In that case the examples should be 
treatedd in section 7.4 where I discuss the use of -ma in coordinated clauses. 

Neuu 1968: 24 n. 1 read in the duplicate KBo 5.3+ iii 42 [EG]lR-pa-at-ta-at a-pf-e-ia "hinterher sind auch sie 
ess dir (namlich Schwestem)". What Neu read as EGjIR-pa could also be read as -K]Al believe. 

Seee Rieken 2000: 413 for the writing of -ya and -ma after ideograms. 
3,99 Rieken 2000: 413. 
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7.255 KBo 3.34 ii 1-7 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 44-45 
11 mZidi  LÖZABAR.DAB ësta ABI  LUGAL  DljG^har^hardn  ÏGESTIN-/r l  2 ANA 
{{HistaiiaraHistaiiara mMarattizia maniiahhis 3 LUGAL- / SlG5-antan GBSTïN-an hinkatta q^ 
pé-e-da-as-sapé-e-da-as-sa 4 tamain GESTIN-ÜTÏ  piier apassza uit LUGAL- / tet natta apün 
GE$TIN-tfAzz piier LUGAL-w i kuin 6 austa apassza uit QATAMMA IQBI  szanzasta1 

arhaarha pêhuter szan ëssikir szas BA.ÜS 
Zidii  was a cup bearer. The father of the king alotted a harhara-\essc\ with wine to 
Histiyaraa and Maratti. To the king he (= Zidi) delivered good wine, but to them 
(apedass-a)(apedass-a) they gave other wine. Both the one came (and) said to the king: 'They 
didd not give (to us) that wine, which the king saw' and the other came (and) said the 
same.. They brought him (= Zidi) away and beat him all over, so that he died." 

Inn this example we see for the first time a contrast between the states of affairs. The clauses 
mayy be switched without loss of discourse coherence. Whether the contrast is inherent to the 
demonstrativee itself independent of the contrastive predicates "delivering good wine" and 
"givingg of other wine" wil l be discussed in section 7.3. That is, the question is whether the 
contrastivee interpretation is part of the semantics of the pronoun apa-, whether the contrast 
dependss on the meaning of the predicates or even on the entire structure of coordinated 
clauses. . 

7.266 KBo 3.34 ii 24-26 (OH/NS narration, CTHH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 50-51 
kuidzakuidza m$uppiumni mMarassazia SÜ.A SU.I  parku iêr a-pu-u-un ubatiias* 
sassas piran aseser a-pu-u-un-na ubatiias piran aseser § 
Now,, as for Suppiuman and Marassa, (for them) they set up a high barber seat. 
Theyy seated the one (apun) in front of his military unit and they seated the other 
(apunn-a)(apunn-a) in front of the military unit 

Thee meaning of this passage is not completely understood. The high barber-seats are 
probablyy set up for the two men in order to follow the exercises of the young men which they 
aree supposed to train for the army. In this example it really does not matter which clause 
comess first because both clauses contain apa- to refer to both men. 

7.277 KBo 3.34 ii 8-9 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 46-47 
§§ mAsgaliias ^^^Hurmi  Ett-as ësta a-pa-a-as-sa kuuattza kuuattza Uü-es ësta 
Asgaliyaa was lord in (the city of) Hurma and he (apass-a) was an honourable (?) man 
inn every aspect. 

Itt is interesting to see that although a subject-switch has taken place after the introduction of Zidi in ii 1, the 
discoursee topic Zidi is referred to with a zero-subject in ii 3: LUGAL-/ S\G5-antan GESTIN-a/j hinkatta "To 
thee king he (= Zidi) delivered good wine, ... ." The enclitic accusative pronoun nan referring to Zidi is even 
usedd after a break of seven clauses in which he has not been mentioned. Of course this is only possible when 
thee anaphoric predicate, here arfya pehuter "they brought away", does not allow any ambiguity in the choice of 
thee correct antecedent. It is to be expected that the only possible candidate for arrest is the evil-doer Zidi. He is 
thee discourse topic of this paragraph, and therefore for the duration of this segment always highly salient. 

Myy translation differs from Dardano who has "Dopo aver innalzato la sedia del barbiere per Suppiuman e per 
Marassaa . . . ". The kuid~a NP construction is typically Old Hittite. I wil l treat this phenomenon elsewhere. 
nn For ubati as "military unit", or "association/group", see Beal 1992: 539ff. 
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Thee meaning of the clauses does not change, the symmetry of the clauses is not broken if we 
say:: "Asgaliya was an honourable man and he was lord in (the city of) Hurma." It only may 
soundd strange because social (or discourse) convention usually requires us to introduce a 
personn by means of name or provenance before assigning other epithets to him/her. One is 
moree inclined to say "Hi , I'm Marie from Holland and I'm a physician" instead of "Hi, I'm a 
physiciann and I'm Marie from Holland". Hittite convention probably also leads 'to the 
mentioningg of the king first in ex. 7.25. On the other hand, it is possible that we are actually 
nott dealing with the coordinator -ya but with the flon-coordinating adversative particle (of 
surprise)) -a/-ma323 (see chapter 9). 

Thee following examples contains the pattern -ya ... -ya "both ... and" (See Friedrich 
1960:: 155(§304bl).): 

7.288 KBo 19.44+ rev. 47-48 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42) 

$A$A KUR WlAzLzia^za MUNUS namma ANA DAM-UTTIM l[(ë)]  48 tatti a-pu-u-un-
nazzanazza arha dali karüzza kuin har[(si)] 
Youu shall not take a woman from Azzi as wife anymore, and also, you shall divorce 
thee onee which you already have. 

Thiss example is part of a passage in a treaty which describes how the new, barbarian, son-in-
laww of the Hittite king has to behave when dealing with women. Being married to 'a Hittite 
princesss means that he is not allowed anymore to marry a woman from his own country. 
Furthermore,, he has to divorce the one he already has. Again, no comparable clause can be 
foundd in the preceding text. 

7.299 KBo 22.1 obv. 21'  (OS instruction, CTH 272), ed. Archi 1979: 46-47, Neu 1984: 

zikkzazuazikkzazua G%UKUL a-pa-as-sa G%UKUL 
Bothh you and he are tools!325 

7.2.52.7.2.52. Non-symmetrical clauses and -ya 

Thee following examples are all non-symmetrical, because the illocutions, the states of affairs, 
semanticc fields etc. of the clause containing apa- + -ya and the preceding clause are different 
(seee test 4 in section 7.2.2). In such non-symmetrical clauses -ya has to be "also, too". 
Besides,, in all cases the clauses follow each other temporally. 

7.2.5.2.1.7.2.5.2.1. Different Illocutions 

7.300 KBo 5.4 rev. 15' (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 67), ed. Friedrich 1926: 62-63326 

155 [man] dUTU^7 L^KVR-as iuar zahhiskimi nu a-pa-a-as-sa memias sAPAL NlS 
DINGIR-L/Aff  kittaru § 

Inn case the New Hittite scribe misunderstood a-pa-a-sa. 
324 4 

Alsoo see example 7.25, with apdsssa ... apassza in ii 4 and 6. 

Archii  translates "Tu (es) un travailleur, lui aussi (est) un travailleur!" , not taking into account the -ya ... -ya 
construction.. For 'tool', see Neu 1984: 99. 

3266 Also KUB 1.1+ iv 78-79 (NH Egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81) nu*za ammuk ARAD DINGIR-L/M  ?9 

\(a-pa-)]a-as-sa\(a-pa-)]a-as-sa ARAD DINGIR-L/ M  esdu. 
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I,, My Majesty, shall fight him like an enemy. Let this case too (apass-a) be placed 
underr the Oath of the Gods. 

7.2.5.2.2.7.2.5.2.2. Different States-of-Affairs 

7.311 KBo 17.1+ i 26>-33'  (OS ritual, CTH 416.1A), ed. Otten & Soucek 1969: 20-21, Neu 
1980a:: 6 
§22 andazkan hallnas tessummius tarlipit süuamus 2-TAM pêtumini ... 
"" WDAWDAsarruizm[(atss)]ansarruizm[(atss)]an ÉRlNM^-az êszi 
§§ serzsemetza [G]IR ZABAR kitta a-pa-at-ta-\a]n anda pëtumeni 
Wee bring in two clay cups filled with tarlipa. ... On top of the sarru bread lie troops. 
Onn top of them (= bread with troops) lies a bronze dagger. We bring in also those 
(apatt=a(=an)). (apatt=a(=an)). 

Besidess the fact that the clause preceding the apatt-a clause expresses a different State-of-
Affairs,, also the semantic fields of the predicates are different. 

7.322 KUB 26.12+ iv 33-37 (NH instruction, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Van den Hout 
1998:: 2327 

§§ 33 [namm]a*smas sumes kuies Lu.ME$SAG j^A  LUGALskan 34 [NLT]E- / suppai 
salikiskattenisalikiskatteni nuzsmas suppesni \lGl-ari\da tishantes êsten mannzazkan ANA 
LUSAGG [kue]danikki HUL-/MJ ? marsastarris [nu? a-p]a-a-as-sa ANA LUGAL 
Nf.TE.MES-.ft// saligai GAM MAMTTl § 
[Furthermjore,, as for you eunuchs, who regularly approach the king's sacred [bod]y, 
bee aware of that sacredness, also, if some eunuch has an evil desecration, and then he 
tootoo (apass-a) approaches the king's body, let (that fall) under the Oath. 

Thiss example could have started with nu in iv 37. The scope of the conditional particle man 
extendss over  the clause a-p]a-a-as-sa ANA LUGAL  Nl.TE.MES-SU saligai. 

7.25.23.7.25.23. Different Semantic Fields 

7.333 KUB 1.1+ ii 37-39 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 12-
1 33 28 8 

nuzmunuzmu a-pi-ia-ia 38 [(d/$7A)]/? GASAN-rA piran fyü[(uais nuzza a-p)M-ia-ia 
LÜKÜRR 39 [(IST)]U Ni.TE-YA tar{a)\il(iun 
Alsoo then/there (apiya-ya) Istar, my Lady, ran in front of me, and also then/there 
(apiya-ya)(apiya-ya) I conquered the enemy on my own. 

Thiss complex of two clauses is comparable to ii 24-5. 

3277 See also KUB 1.1 ii 44-45 (NH Egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81) U SV-anzma INA URlJUistaua[{nda 

u)]edahhunu)]edahhun nu*mu a-pi-ia-ia $A AISTAR GASAN-X/4 kan[(ess)]üuar èsta. 

3288 See also KBo 14.3 + KBo 40.293 iv 1T-12' (CTH 40) § ll' paratma namma 6 S[(UTI IN)]A 
URU//w«önö-x[-xx (IKSUD)] 12 nuskan a-pu-u-un-na kue[(nta, KUB 1.1 iv 17-18 (CTH 81) nu*mu 

18 8 

memiskitmemiskit GIM-a/i kisatsiasza nu*za dI$TAR GASAN-YA para \iandandatar a-pi-ia-ia mekki 
tekkus[(sanu)]t,tekkus[(sanu)]t, KUB 14.7 ii 13 (CTH 383) nusza a-pa-a-as-sa DlNGlR-UM-is karü kisat 
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7.344 KUB 50.6+ iii 37 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
186-187329 9 

arahhaniiazasarahhaniiazas 35 [tiuat]aniia ser S]xSA-at nu?kan ABI  dUTU-&  36 [ o ]x?-x kuitki 
serser arha pait ncatukan zdis \a-pad-Yda  ̂ SlxSA-at 
.... he was ascertained in connection with perjury7 (and) [cu]rsing. The father of His 
Majestyy has somehow ignored7 [...] ... and he has transgressed it. [Tha]t too (apadd-
a)a) was ascertained. 

Thee neuter apadd-a refers to the content of the two preceding clauses. Given the fact that the 
beginningg of iii 37 is destroyed, it is possible that it could have started with nu. In oracle texts 
parallell  clauses containing SlxSA-at are found everywhere, in this text for example in iii 35. 

7.2.6.. Semantic incompatibility 

Inn 7.2.3.7.1 already discussed Focal -ya in parallel stretches of discourse. Sometimes however 
thee coordinator -ya is used to combine larger stretches of discourse, for example in the man 
NP^jaa construction. The concessive interpretation "even if ..." given by Friedrich 1960: § 
332,, p. 167 and CHD p. 155a (with a preterite or in nominal sentences) does not apply to the 
followingg example (see further Sternemann 1965: 234). Instead, man NPzya may be 
comparedd to man NP-ma, but without the adversative meaning. 

7.355 KUB 23.72+ rev. 61-64 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 146)330 

§§ 61 [man $A L^]KÜR ̂ ia kuis VRU-as taksuli uizzi sumeszazssi KUR VRVHATT1 
pira[n...pira[n... lë...]x-atteni (...) [nuzssi apd]t lê memiskiteni man a-pé-e-ez-zi-
ia_ia_ kuis ANA KUR-KUNU x[ küru]r  êpzi 64 [kuitman] $A dUTU-S/ ÉRIN.MES 
ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.AA  nam ari sumesza apün LlJKÜR[-an zahhiiadduma] 
Andd [if ] some city of the enemy comes in peace, now you (pi.) shall [not mockl] the 
landd of Hatti in front of him. (You shall not turn his eyes to the mountains and you 
shalll  [not] humiliate the land of Hatti [...] before the countries .) [Tha]t (?) you may 
nott say [to him (?)]. And if from there (apeizi-ya) someone becomes [hostil]e 
towardss your country, [as long as] the troops of My Majesty have not yet arrived, now, 
youyou [must fight] that enemy. 

Thee interpretation of -ya as *also, too' is unlikely, because that would mean that the parallel 
clausee should have stated that hostilities were undertaken from some other place. The 
precedingg context (rev. 61) however shows that actions of peace instead were undertaken by 
thee enemy. The main point of the clause is that the enemy is hostile, and not that he comes 
fromm 'there'. Therefore we are dealing here with coordination of two larger discourse units, 
contrastingg actions of peace with actions of hostility. 

299 See also KUB 31.68: 7-8 (NH, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 297) ANA mLitauuantazi[a] 8 G I%UR uter nu-ua q^ 
pé-e-da-ni-iapé-e-da-ni-ia QATAMMA hatraes. 

300 See also KUB 23.77+ rev. 52'-54' (MH/MS Treaty, Amuwanda I, CTH 138) 5T [mantkan iSTU KUR U R U 

HAT]TIHAT]TI  pitteianza IN A KUR lJRUKasga takSulas URU-m uizzi... M [nu assü EGlR-pa pi\sten apas*a 

pittepitte ianza sumas ëstu mans kan a-pé-e-ez-zi-ia taksulas [INA  KUR URUA/A7T / uizz]i ... nu] 
UNUTE.MEÈUNUTE.MEÈ EGIR-pa pï[ueni] pitteandann * a ssmas EGIR-pa ÜL pïueni 
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7.2.7.. Evaluation of apa- and -ya 

Inn this section the examples presented above are evaluated. The tables given below present 
thee material ordered according the position of apa- + -ya in the clause: 

-ya-ya "also, too" 
Relativee Clause 
Conditionall  Clause 
Clausee of Comparison 
Temporall  Clause 
Afterr Reported Speech 
kuitkuit Clause 
Parallell  Structures 
Otherr coordinators 
Non-Symmetrical l 
Total l 

Tablee 7.2: The particle -ya 

-ya-ya "and" 
Symmetrical l 
manman NPsya 
Total l 

Brokenn Initial First 
11 2 12 
11 1 10 

—— 4 2 

—— — 2 
11 — 3 

—— — 5 
—— — 1 
22 2 6 
55 9 41 

'also,, too" and its position in the clause 

Brokenn Initial First 
—— 4 — 
—— — 2 
—— 4 2 

Other r 

9 9 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
12 2 

Other r 

— — 

Total l 
15 5 
21 1 
6 6 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
1 1 
11 1 
67 7 

Total l 
4 4 
2 2 
6 6 

Tablee 7.3: The particle -ya "and" and its position in the clause 

-ya-ya ... -ya "both . 
Symmetrical l 
Total l 

.. and" Broken n 
— — 
— — 

Initial l 
2 2 
2 2 

First t 
— — 
— — 

Other r 
— — 
— — 

Total l 
2 2 
2 2 

Tablee 7.4: The combination -ya... -ya "both ... and" and their position in the clause 

Whenn we leave out the broken examples, the examples with -ya in other positions and the 
manman ...-ya construction (which I wil l discuss below), the following figures appear: 

Too Too 
And And 
Total l 

First t 
41 1 
0 0 

41 1 

Initial l 
9 9 
6 6 
15 5 

Total l 
50 0 
6 6 
56 6 

Tablee 7.5: Initial -ya versus First -ya 

Thiss means that First position is 100% connected with -ya as "also, too", whereas -ya in 
Initiall  position may mean both "and" and "also". It is however more likely to have the 
semanticc value "and". 

AA word is in order about the occurrence of apa + -ya "also" in first position. When 
thee clause only consists of the elements nu+enclitics, the pronoun apa- and a verb (nu apa-
V) ,, the question cannot be answered whether apa- is in first or preverbal position. Al l that 
cann be said is that it is not in initial  position. Secondly, when apa- is the Subject, a position 
precedingg all other NP's in the clause is expected given the basic SOV wordorder (nu apas 
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...V,, see for example exx. 7.4, 7.7, 7.8, with fn., etc.). However, when the pronoun apa- is 
nott the Subject and moreover the Subject is expressed by a substantive, it always takes a 
positionn after the pronoun apa- (nu apa- S ...V, see for example ex. 7.33). But also when 
thee Subject is not lexically expressed but indicated by the verbal ending, the non-Subject apa-
iss followed by all other constituents, either arguments or satellites (nu apa- ... V, see for 
examplee ex. 7.2, 7.3, 7.6, etc.). It is therefore safe to conclude that -ya "also, too" is in First 
Positionn in the ambiguous examples too. 

Fourr of the nine clauses with "also" in Initial position are clauses of comparison. Ex. 
7.122 "As he is an enemy of His Majesty, in the same way let him be an enemy to him too" is 
nott far removed from "He is an enemy of My Majesty and — in the same way — he shall be 
ann enemy to him (the Priest)". The boundaries between "and" and "also" are, at least 
semantically,, vague here. Clauses of comparison occupy an intermediate position between 
clausess with the focal value of -ya and clauses with the coordinating value of -ya. 

Theree are however 12 examples where apa- with ya "also" appears in another 
position.. Eight of those (ex. 7.9 with fn.) are clauses containing the interjection kasma "see!, 
herebyy ...", followed by the pronoun apa-. As the nature of interjections is, they constitute a 
clausee of its own and do not interfere with the host clause. Therefore, the second position of 
apa-\napa-\n these clauses is in reality a first position. 

Thee three examples that are left are all more or less the same (see for example ex. 
7.14)) 'Istar showed me her guiding wisdom apedani-ya mehuni (even at that time) / 
apiya=yaapiya=ya (even then)'. These apa-s all occur in the Apology of Hattusili and take positions 
furtherr in the clause. As I stated at ex. 7.14, I believe that in such a case -ya might mean 
"even". . 

Severall  examples from my corpus could not be interpreted correctly, either because of 
missingg context, because the example itself was not understood, or for other reasons. Based 
howeverr on the position of apa- + -ya it is possible to translate -ya correctly. A few are 
selectedd here331: 

7.366 KBo 17.1+ ii 11'-14', 23'-25' (OS ritual, with dupl. KBo 17.6 ii , CTH 416.1A), ed. 
Ottenn & Soucek 1969: 24-27, Neu 1980a: 7 
11''  [md]n mistiliia mê[(hur MlJ^ENhdranan anda)] ir \pèta\h}ii ÉRINMES-waAi 
pë[(ta[thipë[(ta[thi tessummeussza pëtafrhi)] l3'  [1-fJ/V tess[u]mmin ANA LUGA[L  p(êhhi 1-
ENEN ANA MUNUS.LUGAL  pêhhi)] 14'  1-EN ANA \ialmassuitt\i pë(tihi U 1 -EN ANA 
hassï)hassï) pêhfri] ... 
DUMU.É.GALL  24'  LVGAL-as MUNUS.LUGAL-aw^ a kissar[az*sa(met te)]ssummius 
^ [ (0 11 25'  halmasuittaz hass[az a-p(é-e-a3n d)]ai 
[Whe]nn at the mistiliya-time I [carjry in the eagle, I carry in the troops and I carry in 
thee cups, (then) [on]e cup I give to the king, one cup I give to the queen, one cup I 
givee to the throne and one cup I [gi]ve to the hearth. ... 

Thee other attestations from my corpus are: KBo 5.3 + ii 5 (CTH 42): nu?t[ta] a-pu-u-un-na antuhsan lê 
daliian[zidaliian[zi,, KUB 26.38+ 11' a-pé-e-da-ni-iazat E[GIR -a(n lê tarn)anzi]; KUB 23.72+ (CTH 146) obv. 12: 
nusuanusua a-pa-a-at-ta a[nd]a, obv. 37: NlS DINGIR-L/Af skan a-pa-a-as-sa sarraskit, obv. 62: nu;kan a-pa-a-
at-taat-ta iSTU KUR*S[U] dppa uasten, rev. 9: nu a-pé-e-i[a ... , KUB 21.38 (CTH 176) obv. 33' : nutsmas* 
kankan a-pu-u-uS'Sa 1 URU-LUM DIB-anza a-pu-u-us-sa[..., obv. 46' nuzuarzat a-pé-e-da-ni-ia [SlG5-attaru ; 
KUBB 23.103 obv. 12' (CTH 178A) nuzmu a-pad-da-ia $UPUR; KUB 19.5 + KBo 19.79 (CTH \9\)nu*kan 
a-pu-u-us-saa-pu-u-us-sa anda SIxSA-öf; KBo 11.1 rev. 6 (CTH 382) nu a-pt-ia-ia EGlR-pa S\G5-ahhanzi\ KUB 15.3 
(CTHH 584) iv 4' nu a-pé-e-ia hali[ssiiami\ KUB 31.77 ii 18 (CTH 584) nu*ua a-pé-e-ia L^ME^salashus 
sekanzi sekanzi 

522 Otten & Soucek 1969: 26 fn. 2, and Neu 1980a: 20 fn. 52: The restoration of ape-ya is not certain. 
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Thee palace-attendant takes the cups from the hands of the king and queen. He takes 
alsoo fthe olnes (ape-ya) from the throne (and) hearth. 

Thee next example is included because of its age, although it remains unclear what the 
interpretationn of -ya is. 

7.377 KBo 22.1 obv. 3'-4' (OS instruction, CTH 272), ed. Archi 1979: 45-46, Neu 1984: 99 
33 sumes LÜ.MES G%UKU L  tameskatteni a-pé-e-ia kattan dameskiuan dair 
YouYou are oppressing the craftsmen and they, (or: they too) have started to oppress (the 
ones)) "below" (them). 

Thee previous context is destroyed but it is clear that there are two groups of nobles who have 
beenn maltreating their servants. The context is too broken to know for certain whether the 
'they**  start to oppress as a result of the actions of the 'you', which would imply "also". Or 
maybee the aspect of 'starting to oppress' already indicates that -ya is "also" and not "and". 

Thee next example is the only one in my corpus that has man ... -ya, "even if : 

7.388 KUB 23.82+ obv. 23'-26' (MH/MS Instruction, CTH 268) ed. Kosak 1990: 79, 81 
§§ 23'manzmu idalauuannizia kuis uaggariiauuanzi sanhazi sumasza 24'  hatrami 
nuzmuzssannuzmuzssan man uarri lamnï ÜL ërteni nasmazat sumes z ma 25'  istamastani nz 
atat man ANA dUTU-5/ hü[d\dk ÜL mematteni 26'  a-pa-a-as-sa z smas man ÜL LUKÜR 
manman lahhiiatteni ÜL ... 
And/evenn if someone plans with evil intent to rebel against me, and I write to you 
(pi.),, if you do not instantly come to help me, or, (if ) you hear about it, and if you do 
nott tell it to His Majesty immediately, —even if he (apass-a) (is) not your enemy, 
(so)) that you do not march against him333— (let that be put under Oath for you!) 

Thee next example contains an insertion introduced by the proximal demonstrative pronoun 
ka-.ka-. I have discussed this type of clause in Chapter 6(.5.3.1.) where I showed that ka- clauses 
aree sometimes used as insertions in the narration. 

7.399 KUB 48.100+ rev. 18-22 (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 486), ed. Lebrun 1985: 107, 
112 2 
188 d\J-as kuedani UD-fi fyatuga tethiskit 19 harsiharsizia udas nu 
TÜG.NfG.LAM.ME SS kue apêdani UD-77 20 uassan jiarkun ANA Gl§GlGTRziazkan 
kuedanikuedani apêdani \JD-T[l]  21 drhahat nu kë TÜG.NfG.LAM.ME S anda appanda 
GI$GIGIRW aa 22 türiian a-pa-a-at-ta dair 
Onn the day at which the Stormgod terribly thundered and caused the thunderstorm, the 
clothess I had worn on that day, and the wagon on which I had stood on that day — 
thesee clothes, tied together and the hitched-up wagon — those too (apatt-a) they have 
taken. . 

Contraryy to Kammenhuber HW2: 135b a-pa-a-at-ta is not in emphatically postposed position 
(seee Chapter 8 for more discussion on postposed apa-). Instead, it occurs in First Position and 

3333 Kosak differently: 'and if you do not treat him as your enemy and do not even fight him*. 
3344 Following the translation of Götze & Pedersen 1934: 11. Compare Beekman 1995:2010: "... they took these 
packed-upp sumptuous garments and that hitched-up chariot (for the god)", Lebrun 1985: 112: "... done cette 
toilettee empaquetee et la voiture attelée on les prit telles quelles". 
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resumess the clothes and wagon introduced in the relative clause. The parallel of rev. 22 is 
underlinedd in the next translation of the text preceding our example: "When they sent off the 
substitutee ox, they sent off also those splendid garments, tied together, including the belt, the 
dagger,, the shoe(s), (those splendid garments) which I had worn on the same day that I put 
myy hand on the substitute ox and drove them forth. And they sent off the hitched-up wagon, 
withh bow, quiver, horses and drove them forth. But as for the table from which I used to eat 
andd the cup from which I used to drink and the bed in which I used to sleep, and the 
waterbowll  from which I used to wash myself and whatever utensil was mentioned in 
connectionn (with that day), nothing was taken. Thus it was ascertained by the deity. The 
clothes,, wagon and horses were taken for this affair." 

Andd last but not least, the only example in my corpus of apa- with -ya as a word 
coordinator: : 

7.400 KUB 23.72+ obv. 39 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 146) 
]$A]$A dUTU=:^ / kuius URU.DIDLI.HI. A  mMïtas apassza harkanzi 
Thee cities of My Majesty which Mita and he (apass-a) hold, . . .. 

7.2.8.. Chronological development 

Onn the chronological development one can be short: the use of -ya "also" in First (or Initial 
position)) is attested in each stage of Hittite. One of the consequences is that First position 
wass already used for this purpose in prehistoric Hittite.335 

7.3.. The pronoun apa- in the first member of a coordinate structure 

7.3.1.. Introduction 

Inn the corpus of the Hittite Laws a rather large number of clauses contains the demonstrative 
pronounn apa- referring to a highly salient discourse entity. In cases like these the 
demonstrativee pronoun, according to the theories, should indicate a new orientation within the 
discourse,, meaning that the former Discourse Topic is replaced by a new one (Cornish 1999: 
53-4,, 60, for French and English, and Giora & Lee 1996: 113 ff. for Chinese. See also 
Chapterr 5). But not only does this re-orienting function of apa- fail to explain its occurrence 
inn the Laws, neither can the other function of apa-7 i.e., indicating the Focus or Unestablished 
Topicc (see section 7.5, chapters 2, 8 and 9), account for the use of apa- referring to a highly 
salientt discourse entity as is illustrated by ex, 7.1. 

7.3.2.. Three types of punishment in the Laws 

Inn order to shed some light on the use of apa- in constructions like ex. 7.1 a discussion of the 
punishmentt in the Laws is necessary. In my view, the punishments in the Hittite Laws can be 

AA quick scan through the Hieroglyphic Luvian corpus showed that (a)pa- + -ha "also he/she/it" indeed seems 
too occur in First Position. This should mean that already in Proto-Anatolian First Position is connected with 
Expandingg Focus (see section 7.5 for Expanding Focus). 
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dividedd into three classes.336 The first and largest group consists of the crimes for which the 
penaltyy is a fine that has to be paid either in money or, rarely, by means of persons (class I). 

.. 337 

Thee following two laws are exemplary for this type : 

7.411 KBo 6.2 i 11-12 § 8 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 21 
§§ l l takku ARAD-nan nasma GÈME-an kuiski dasuuahhi nasma Zö9z$U laki \0 
GINN KÜ.BABBAR pdi parna^sseza suuaiezzi § 
Iff  anyone blinds a male or a female slave or knocks out his tooth, he shall pay 10 
shekelss of silver, and he shall look to his house for it. 

7.422 KBo 6.2 ii 33, § 44a (OS laws, CTH 291, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 54), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 52 
§§ 33 takku LV-an pahhueni kuiski pessiezzi mas aki a\ppa( tsse) (DUMU.NrTA-aft 

M ) ] § § 
Iff  anyone makes a man fall into a fire, so that he dies, (the guilty party) shall give him 
aa son in return. 

Thee Laws in the next group do not only involve the payment of a fine but they also specify a 
secondd obligation which has to be performed by the offender. This can be the organization of 
thee burial of the victim of a fight or murder, as in ex. 7.45, or for example the return of stolen 
itemss as in ex. 7.43 (class II) : 

7.433 KBo 6.2 Hi 56-57, § 70 (OS laws, with duplicate KBo 6.3 iii 60-62, CTH 291), 
ed.Hoffnerr 1997: 79 
§§ 56 takku GU4-an ANSE.KUR.RA ANSE.GÏR.NUN.NA ANSE kuiski tdiezzi isha(s)? 
sis*ansis*an [(ganeszi)] 51 manzza sakuuassaran \(ddi ari)\dazlse 2-ki pdi parna? 
ssezasseza suuaiezzi § 
Iff  anyone steals an ox, a horse, a mule or an ass, and its owner identifies it, he (= the 
owner)) shall take it (back) in full value. In addition (the thief) shall give to him 
twice/double,, and he shall look to his house for it. 

Thee last group consists of laws which do not impose a fine, but another kind of punishment, 
forr example losing one's freedom (class HI): 

7.444 KBo 6.2 ii 30-32, § 43 (OS laws, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 52-53, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 52 

336Thee following Laws are excluded from this first selection of contexts where apa- can appear, but wil l be 
studiedd later. They do not involve crimes but set prices, regulate land tenureship, marriage etc. (§§ 27, 32-42, 
46,, 47A, B, 50-56, 79, 80, 90, 112, 149-152, 157-162a, 163, 171, 175, 176a, 177-186, 192-194, 200a, b), 
fragmentedd laws (§ 26, 105, 118, 123, 130, 133, 146a, 162b), additions in later period (§§ 29-31), or laws 
whichh are 'a case for the king' (§ 44b, 111). 

337Thee Laws belonging to this class are §§ 5 (first part), 7, 8, 1 l-19b, 20, 22, 23 (a), 24, 28, 44a, 57-65, 67-69, 
72,73,77,78,, 81-89,91-93,98, 101, 102, 104, 107-110, 119-122, 124-126, 128, 129, 131, 132, 142-145, 147, 
148,, 172, 174. 

3,8Seee also §§ 1-5 (second part), 10,70, 74, 76,94-97, 100, 103, 106, 113, 127, 146 b, 164-169, 196. 
339Seee also §§ 5 (last part), 19a, 21, 23 (b), 43, 45, 48, 49, 75, 95 (last part), 99 (last part), 170, 173a, b, 187-

191,195,, 197-199. 
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30 0 
§§ takku LU-as GU4tSU ID-an zïnuskizzi tamaiszan su[uez(zi)] 31 nu GU4-a.ï 
KUN-anKUN-an êpzi ta \D-an zdi Ü BEL G[(u4 ID-as pêdai)] 32 nuzzza gpünzpat 
dan\(zi)]dan\(zi)] § 
Iff  a man is crossing a river with his ox, and another man pu[sh]es him off, grasps the 
taill  of the ox, and crosses the river, while the river carries off the owner of the ox, (the 
deadd man's heirs) shall take that (man).340 

Ass can be seen from footnotes 337 to 339 most of the laws that include punishments are 
foundd in the first two classes described above, that is, they at least contain the payment of a 
fine.. Both the payment of the fine and the other punishment or obligation in class II are 
usuallyy expressed in two coordinated clauses of the type: "the offender is involved both in 
somee kind of non-financial obligation and pays a fine". All coordinators are attested: Hittite 
-ya-ya "and" and -mal-a "but" and their Akkadian variant Ü341 

Thee non-reorienting, non-Focal use of the pronoun apa- which is unaccounted for by 
thee existing theories (see 7.3.1.) shows a marked distribution. The pronoun apa- only appears 
inn the last two classes involving either the payment of a fine and another obligation (class II) 
or,, instead of a payment, another kind of punishment (class III) . Class III will be discussed in 
Chapterr 8. 

7.3.3.. The use of the pronoun apa- in the coordinate structure 

7.33.1.7.33.1. In the Laws 

Beloww all examples are presented from the Laws in class II which contain the object pronoun 
apunapun (Laws §§ 1-4, 10, 74, 76), compared with the remaining coordinated clauses in the 
Lawss in this class (§§ 5, 96, 97, 103, 106, 113, 127). The examples containing also the 
subjectt pronoun apas (§§ 10, 74, 106, 113) I wil l discuss separately.342 Besides ex. 7.1 we 
havee apun in: 

7.455 KBo 6.2 i 1-2, § 4 (OS law, with duplicate KBo 6.3 i 8-9, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 18343 

§§ [(takku ARAD-an nasma GÉME-an kuis)]ki ualahzi n*as aki QASSU uastai2 

\(a-pu)]-u-un\(a-pu)]-u-un arnuzi U 1 SAG.DU pai parn[(azss)]e*a suuaiezzi" % 

Hoffnerr reads "that very man". For a discussion of the pronoun apa- with the restrictive particle -pat, see 
chapterr 9. 

4,Forr the use of the Akkadian conjunction Ü "and" in the Laws see Hoffner 1997:167. See Rieken 2000 for a 
discussionn of the three conjunctions. Here I use the term coordinator in anticipation of their function in the type 
off  clauses studied here. 

542 2 

343 3 

344 4 

Thee pronoun apa- in class III Laws and the remaining apa-'s will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

Similarr Laws are: §§ 1-3. 

Forr a discussion of the expression parna*ssesa suuaiiezzi see Hoffner 1997: 168 with literature. 
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Iff  anyone strikes a male or female slave so that he dies, but his hand sins (= it is an 
accident),, he shall bring him (apun, for burial) and he also345 shall give one person, 
andd he shall look to his house for it. 

7.466 KBo 19.1a ii i 66-68, § 74 (OS law, additions from KBo 6.3, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 81 
§§ 66 [{takku SI  GU4 nas)]ma GÏR GU4 kuiski tuuar[(nizi apünzza apas)] \(ddi 
UU GU4 SIG^l BEL GUA pdi takku BE[(L GU4 tezzi ammeUpatzuazza)] [(GU4-
unun dahhi)] GU4=:&/ ddi Ü 2 Gl[(N KÜ.BABBAR pdi)] § 
Iff  anyone breaks a horn or leg of an ox, (then) he shall take that (ox) himself and he 
alsoo shall give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. If the owner 
off  the ox says: "I wil l take my own ox instead346", he shall take his ox and he (the 
offender)) also shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

7.477 KBo 6.2 iv 4-5, § 76 (OS law, duplicate KBo 6.3 iii 76-77, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 82 
§§ 4 [{takku GV4-u)]n ANSE.KUR.RA ANSE.GÏR.NUN.NA ANSE-/n kuiski appatariezzi 

[(nzas[(nzas ped)]isssi aki apün arnuzzi kussan+settza pdi § 
Iff  anyone commandeers an ox, a horse, a mule (or) an ass, and it dies at his place/on 
thee spot (?), (then) he shall bring it (for burial) and he also shall pay its rent. 

Thee referents of apun in all these examples are maximally accessible and highly salient for the 
addresseee since they have been mentioned in the immediately preceding clauses. The need 
forr an accented pronoun to re-activate the referent and promote it from a level of medium 
saliencyy to high saliency is absent. Another possible motivation for using the accented 
pronounn is to disambiguate between two or more possible referents, but that obviously does 
nott apply to these examples either. Contrast in the sense of selecting one entity from a set of 
entities,, and the marking of the beginning of a new discourse segment also do not apply, 
whichh leaves us with the question why the enclitic pronoun -an has not been used. This same 
questionn can also be asked for the following examples where a full lexical NP appears instead 
off  the pronoun apun (or the enclitic -an): 

7.488 KUB 29.23+ 17-20, § 106 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 102-3 
§§ n [(takku p)]abbur AN[(A A.Skz)]$U kuiski pêdai [(ta tame)]lUa 18 [( A.SA)]* 
SuSu lukkeUzzi)} kuiszat luHkkezzi nusza luWkkan 19 [(A.Sk-L)]AM apas dd[(i 
Sl)lG<-andannzaSl)lG<-andannza f(A.$A ANA EN)1 A.§A  20 \(pa)V ttaz [(uar)]siia[zzi] § 
Iff  anyone carries embers (lit . fire) into his field, and he ignites the field of also another 
one,, the one who ignites it shall take the burnt-over field himself and also, a good field 
hee shall give to the owner of the field,347 and he wil l reap it. 

7.499 KUB 29.24 i 3-6, § 113 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 108-109 

3455 The translations basically follows Hoffner 1997. However, to do justice to the nature of the coordinator -ya 
andd Ü I translate it with "and (...) also" where Hoffner usually uses "and". This difference will not be noted 
anymoree in the remainder of the examples from the Laws. 

3466 See ex. 8.20 for an explanation of the translation "instead". 
3477 Hoffner I.e. translates with two independent clauses. 
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§§ [takku miianda]^ GlÈGBSTlN-an kuiski karaszi kars\(andan)] *  fgJSGESTIN-gg] 
apasapas ddi SlG<-ann?a GESTIN 5 \(ANA ) BE)]L gÜGESTIN pdi tzansza tuhsannai 

[kui(t)m(an[kui(t)m(an77 apê)]l GI§GESTIN SlG5-atta ... 
Iff  anyone cuts down a [fruit-beari]ng vine, he shall take the cut-down Tvine] and he 
alsoo shall give a good vine to the owner of the vine. He shall gather fruit from it 
[un]t[i] ll  his own vine recovers. 

7.500 KBo 6.2 iv 49-50, § 96 (OS law, duplicate KBo 6.3 iv 48-49, CTH 291), comparable 
§§ 97, ed. Hoffner 1997: 94-5 

49 9 

§§ [t]akku LV-as ELLUM halkias ÉSAG-an ï[(diezzi ÉSAG-s)?a halki]n uemiezzi 
ÉSAG-anÉSAG-an halkit sunnai Ü 12 f(GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi p)arna?sse za] suuaiezzi § 

Iff  a free man burglarizes a grain storage pit, and finds the storage pit's grain, he shall 
fil ll  the storage pit with grain and he also shall pay 12 shekels of silver. He shall look 
[too his] ho[use for it] . 

7.511 KBo 6.2 i 3-6, § 5 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 19 
§§ takku LUDAM.GAR kuiski kuênzi 1 ME MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pdi parnazsseza 
suuaiezzisuuaiezzi takku IN A KUR Luuiia nasma IN A KUR VRlJPald 1 ME MA.NA 
KÜ.BABBARR pdi dssu ? ssett z a sarnikzi nasma IN A KUR URUf/cm'  6 nu^zza 
unattallanzpatunattallanzpat arnuzzi § 
Iff  anyone kill s a merchant, he shall pay 100 minas of silver, and he shall look to his 
housee for it. If (it is) in the land of Luwiya or Pala, he shall pay the 100 minas of 
silverr and he also shall replace his goods, or (if) (it is) in the land of Hatti, he shall 
bringg the merchant (for burial) instead348. 

Andd again ex. 7.46 repeated here as 7.52: 

7.522 KBo 19.1a ii i 66-68, § 74 (OS law, additions from KBo 6.3, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:81 1 
§666 [(takku SI  GU4 nas)]ma GÏR GU4 kuiski tuuar[(nizi apümza apas)] 67 [{ddi 
ÜÜ GU4 SIG5)] BEL GU4 pdi takku BE[(L GU4 tezzi ammeUpatzuatza)] 68 [(GU4-
unun da\i\ii)\ GU^& / ddi Ü 2 GI[(N KÜ.BABBAR pdi)] § 
Iff  anyone breaks a horn or leg of an ox, (then) he shall take that (ox) himself and he 
shalll  give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. If the owner of the 
oxx says: "I wil l take my own ox instead", he shall take his ox and he (the offender) 
alsoo shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

Inn exx. 7.48 and 7.49 the offender takes the damaged asset himself and gives a replacement to 
thee injured party. The goods are explicitly contrasted by means of the adjectives "burnt" or 
"cut""  versus "good". The contrasted constituents are both part of the two members of the 
coordinatee structure, which means that the contrast only depends on the internal structure, in 
thiss case the semantic structure, of the coordinate members and not on the discourse preceding 
thesee clauses. This provides the clue -as we will see later- for the correct interpretation of the 
firstt four examples where apun was used instead of a full lexical NP. Real contrast is also 
foundd in ex. 7.46, where the offender keeps the hurt ox and substitutes it with a perfect 
exemplarr for the owner. In ex. 7.44 and ex. 7.45 the deaths are compensated by the giving of 
onee person, a "damaged asset" versus a "good asset". The arguments of the predicates in the 

MS S 
Forr the translation of -pat as "instead" see Chapter 8. 
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exx.. 7.47 (with apun), 7.50, 7.51 and 7.52 (with a lexical NP) do not seem to contrast which 
eachh other. The reason for including the last three examples in the discussion is the rather 
unexpectedd repetition of the NP. Especially the NPs ÉSAG-an in ex. 7.50 and GV^SU in ex. 
7.522 are repeated immediately after being mentioned in the previous clause. This is as 
unexpectedd as the use of the pronoun apun instead of the enclitic pronoun -an. 

Althoughh some examples can be interpreted as contrasting the syntactic objects in both 
memberss of the coordinate structure, contrastiveness is not the common denominator given 
thee existence of non-contrastive pairs of nouns. The only thing they have in common is a 
vaguerr kind of juxtaposition. Not the entities itself but the actions, the state of affairs 
expressedd in these clauses are 'contrasted' on a rather abstract level. Not only does the guilty 
partyy have to perform action A, he also has to perform action B, where action A and action B 
doo not have to be semantically related. The unrelatedness of the actions is maybe not typical 
forr coordinated clauses in English, but it is not excluded either. As one can see, the examples 
aree all symmetrical (see test 4 in section 2.2). For some reason the use of -an is not allowed 
inn a coordinate structure like this. 

Onn the other hand one could object that the enclitic pronoun -an is attested in the 
coordinatee construction in: 

7.533 KBo 6.12 i 11-14, § 103 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 100 
111 12 » 

§§ [takku arsi]n kuiski taiiazi takku 1 gipessar [arsis i\zan EGlR-pa arsezzi U 
11 GÏN .GINKÜ.BABBA R 13 \ pai takku] 2 gipessar arsis tzan EGlR-pa u \arsezz\i Ü 
22 GÏN .GÏN KÜ.BABBAR pai § 
[If ]]  anyone steals plants, if it is one gipessar [of planting], he shall re-plant it and also 
[pay]]  one shekel of silver. [If it is 2] gipessar of planting, he shall re-[plant] it and he 
alsoo shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

7.544 KUB 29.28 i 8-9, § 127 (OS law, duplicate KBo 6.10 ii 17-19, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 116 
§§ 8 [(takku GlSIG sullannaz kuiski taiezzi ku)Yt kuit É-ri andan 9 [(jiarakzi tzat 
sarnikzisarnikzi Ü 1 MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pd)V parnazssezia suuaiazzi § 
Iff  anyone steals a door as a result of a quarrel, he shall replace whatever might get lost 
inn the house and he shall also pay one mina of silver, and he shall look to his house for 
it. . 

Thee difference of the last two examples with the other ones from the scheme "the offender 
bothh performs something and also pays a fine" lies in the introduction of the referent of the 
firstt clause of the coordinated structure. Normally the referent is represented by a full NP or 
apunapun but here the referent has first to be specified in a subordinate clause (conditional takku-
clausee or a relative kuit kuit clause) before it can appear in the bi-clausal coordinate sentence. 
Unlikee the other examples, the referent has not been introduced in the protasis of the Law, 
whichh makes it necessary to introduce the referent in the apodosis. Instead of 

protasiss apodosis 1 apodosis 2 
discoursee entityj apun\ I NPi ...V U ... 

wee now have 

protasiss apodosis 1 apodosis 2 
takkutakku 1 gipessararsisj tnan\ ... V Ü ... 
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kuitkuit kuitj É-ri andan harakzi tzat\ V Ü ... 

Thee subordinate clauses are the representatives of the referents in the first clause of the bi-
clausall  construction (called 'discourse entity' here). Therefore this occurrence of -an cannot 
bee equated with a clause where only " *t-an X V ü ..." would have been used after the 
introductionn of the referent in the protasis: 

protasiss apodosis 1 apodosis 2 
discoursee entityj *tzan\ ... V (j 

Thiss coordinate construction, whereby the sentence connective with -an follows immediately 
uponn the protasis, does not exist in the Laws. 

Thus,, coordinate clauses in the punishments of the Laws require that the two apodoses 
aree in balance, without necessarily contrasting them. 

7.3.3.2.7.3.3.2. In other texts 

Inn the later Hittite texts of my corpus only a very few examples of the coordinate structure 
withh apa- were found: 

7.555 KBo 5.3 + ii 1-5 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), ed. Friedrich 1930: 112-115 
[n?a]n?mu[n?a]n?mu ÜL mematti n^an anda imma[ munndsi] § 2 nasma a-pé-e-da-ni 

immaimma EG\R-an tiiasi ANA A\m3-$l\zma\ 3 auan arha tiiasi nu man kissan uttar 
ie[si\ie[si\AA nuztta kë NlS DINGIR.ME S lê daliianzi nu?t[ta]5 apünnza antuhsan lë 
daliian[zï\ daliian[zï\ 
Andd you do not tell about him to me and you even [hide] him, § or you even support 
him,him, fwhilel from My Majesty you move away, if [you] act thus, (then) may these 
oath-Deitiess not let go of you, and may they not let go of that man of yo[urs] either. 

Heree we see again the pronoun apedani immediately following upon a clause which contains 
thee enclitic pronoun -an, referring to the same referent. And with the unique writing a-pa-a-
anan instead of a-pu-u-un: 

7.566 KUB 26.12+ ii 23-28 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 25 
§§ nasmazkan ANA dUTU-.?/ kuiski uatkuuanza 24 \ri\*aszkan ANA ZAG 
kuedanikkikuedanikki anda [s]umesszazas assus kuedanikki 26 nu[zss]izkan memian 
GAM-anGAM-an arha uatarnahzi 21 nu a-pa-a-an ZAG-na ddi dimJ-$Izma GÜB-la ddi 28 

nzanzkannzanzkan kils DINGIR.ME S harninkandu § 
Orr (if ) someone leaps from His Majesty, (and) stays at some border, while being at 
goodd terms with someone amongst you, and he communicates the matter/incident to 
him,, and he puts him to the right, while he puts My Majesty to thee left, ... 

Insteadd of U or -ya ex. 7.56 has -ma. For the use of -ma in coordinated clauses see section 7.4 
andd Chapter 9.4.1. The particle -ma seems to appear when the predicates of the coordinated 
structuree are semantically juxtaposed. 
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7.3.4.. Evaluation 

Thee table below lists all the relevant passages from the examples given in section 7.3.3. The 
underlinedd arguments in the column of clause 1 are (pronominal) NPs of which the referent 
couldd have easily been referred to by means of an enclitic pronoun. The underlined 
argumentss in the column of clause 2 are the counterparts of the underlined elements in the 
firstt column. 

OH H 
1 1 
45 5 
46 6 
47 7 

48 8 

49 9 
50 0 
51 1 
52 2 
53 3 

54 4 

MH H 
55 5 
NH H 
56 6 

Clausee 1 

nunu apün sdktdizzi 
apünapün arnuzi 
apünzzaapünzza apds ddi 
apünapün arnuzzi 

kuiskuis zat lukkezzi 
nuzzanuzza lukkan A.SA-LAM apds 
karsandankarsandan ^I^GESTIN-an apds 
ÈSAG-anÈSAG-an halkit sunnai 
11 ME MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pdi 
GUA*$UGUA*$U ddi 

takkutakku 1 gipessar arsis 
tzantzan EGIR-p<3 arsezzi 
kuitkuit kuit Ê-ri andan harakzi 
t*att*at  sarnikzi 

nasmanasma apêdani imma EGIR-an 

nunu apdn ZAG-na ddi 

ddi ddi 
ddi ddi 

tiiasi tiiasi 

Clausee 2 

pêdizssizmapêdizssizma LÜ.U,0.LU-aAi pdi 
ÜÜ 1 SAG. DUU pdi 
ÜÜ GU4 SIG< BEL GU„  pdi 
kussaQpsettzakussaQpsettza pdi 

SlG<-andann*aSlG<-andann*a A.SA ANA ENA.SA pdi 
SlG<-ann*aSlG<-ann*a GE$TIN ANA BEL GISGESTIN pdi 
ÜllGiNÜllGiN  KÜ.BABBAR pdi 
dssufissettzadssufissettza sarnikzi 
UU 2 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 

ÜÜ 1 GÏN.GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 

ÜÜ 1 MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pdi 

ANAANA d\JTU-5l[zma] auan arha tiiasi 

dd\JTV-SUma\JTV-SUma GVB-la ddi 

Thee following table gives a summary and abstraction of the possible constructions, ranking 
fromm the weakest linguistic expression of the referent in the first clause of the "and" 
constructionn to the heaviest expression, the subordinate one (Coord, stands for -ya, -ma or Ü, 
XX is the NP which is the mirrored argument of the (pro)nominal expression in the first 
member): : 

Clausee 1 
encliticc pronoun 
apa-apa-
NP P 
S-clausee ta+enclitic 

Verb b 
Verb b 
Verb b 
Verb b 

Clausee 2 
coord.. X Verb 
coord.. X Verb 
coord.. X Verb 
coord.. X Verb 

Examples s 
— — 
1,45,46,47,55,56 6 
48,49,50,51,52 2 
53,54 4 

Thee preliminary conclusion which can be drawn from this table is that the coordinate structure 
inn which both clauses have the same semantic structure, and usually the same syntactic 
structure,, and, finally, are of equal importance can not contain an enclitic pronoun while the 
counterpartt of this pronoun in the other clause is a full lexical NP. A lexical NP carries 
necessarilyy more accent than an enclitic pronoun, and the "next linguistic expression in line" 
whichh is accented is the demonstrative apa-. The use of this pronoun restores the intonational 
symmetryy of the clauses. The question is now, is only an independent pronoun needed, 
snaringg its independent status with a lexical NP, or does it have anything to do with Focus or 
thee function generally assigned to accented pronouns, i.e., indicating something that 
somethingg unexpected is occurring. I will address this question in section 7.6. 
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7.4.. The pronoun apa- + -al-ma in the second member of a coordinate structure 

Inn section 7.2.4.1 I already discussed the occurrences of apa- with -ya in the second member 
off  a coordinate structure. Here I wil l present the occurrences of apa- with the particle -al-ma 
inn its function as coordinator. This time one can really perceive a contrast, which was not 
alwayss the case with the clauses coordinated by -ya. In such a contrastive context -al-ma is 
bestt translated as "while". 

Beloww follows a summary of the features indicative of coordinated clauses as discussed in 
sectionn 7.2.2. sub 4, Symmetry of semantics: 

a)) Coordinated clauses may be switched without loss of coherence 
b)) The clauses describe the same State of Affairs, the predicates belong to the same 

semanticc field 
c)) The clauses have the same illocutionary force 
d)) The clauses have the same mood 
e)) The scope of modal adverbs extends over both clauses 

Ass the reader can easily check, each example below passes the test. The element 
correspondingg (or contrasting) with the referent of apa- is also underlined. 

7.577 KBo 6.2 iv 14-15, § 80 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 85 
§§ takku UDU-w« UR.BAR.RA-w kuiSki pessizii ishaszsis UZU.Ï  dai 15 a-pa-a-sa 
KUSS UDU dai § 
Iff  anyone abandons a sheep to a wolf, its owner shall take the meat, while he (apas=a) 
shalll  take the sheepskin. 

7.588 KUB 23.77+ rev. 52'-54'  (MH/MS treaty, Arnuwanda I, CTH 138) 
[man::[man::  kan ISTU KUR "RU HAT]TI  pitteianza IN A KUR ^^Kasga taksulas URU-

iaia uizzi 3 [mas man ARAD-is nu ] $A BELIzSu assü udai nasma^as LÜ 
G%UKU LL  nu SA ^TAPPICSU assü udai 54'  [nu _asM EGlR-pa pi]sten a-pa-a-sa 
pitteianzapitteianza sumds êstu 
[I ff  from the land of Hat]ti someone on the run comes to an allied city in Kasga land, 
[eitherr a slave], carrying possessions from his master or a craftsman, carrying 
possessionss from his associate, [(then)] you must gi[ve back the possessions!, while 
thatt escapee (apas=a pitteyanza) shall be yours. 

Thee next example shows how contrasts occur both inside the clause, on clause level, and on 
discoursee level: 

7.599 KBo 5.4 rev. 6-8 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 67), ed. Friedrich 1926: 60-61349 

1499 See also KUB 21.5+ ii 6-10 (NH Treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76) *UTU-5l*ma t)]uk m[(Ataks)]and[(un)] 

(KUBB 21.5 ii ) arha OL*pat pesseiami a-pu-u-unsma ÜL [(dahhi t)]ukksas mahhan (...) 9 [nuzza 
dUTU-(5/)]]  tukt pat mAlaksandun saggahhi a-pu-u-unzmazza 10 [ÜL saggah)hi, KUB 21.1+ iii 38-40 

(NHH Treaty, Muwattalli , CTH 76) nu*za zik mAlaksandu ANA mKupanta-*LAMMA  39 NARARUM sardiias 

SU.BULUG-aii âa ês n*an pahsi a-pa-a-as * ma tuk pahsaru. See also the broken KUB 21.37 obv. 19'-
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nunu man zik mTargasnallis a-pé-e-d\a-]as menahhanda [idalauu]ahti nu a-pé-e-
da-asda-as EGIR-fl/ i tiiami zikzmazmuzza kürur ês man a-pu-u-uszma 8 [tuk 
men]ahhandamen]ahhanda idalauessanzi nu tuk EGIR-an tiiami  kürur 
[asandu][asandu] § 
Iff  you (zik), Targasnalli [perform] evil against them (apedas), then I wil l support them 
(apedas),(apedas), while you (zik-ma) shall be my enemy! But if they (apus-ma) become evil 
[ag]ainstt \you (tuk)], then I shall support you (tuk), while they (apus-ma) [shall be] 
myy enemy! 

Onn discourse level the units nu man zik ... and man apuszma ... are contrasted. This is, 
amongg other things, indicated by the particle -ma. As for contrast inside the clause, in both 
conditionall  clauses the subject is contrasted with the indirect object: zik versus apedas and 
apusapus versus tuk. The level of coordination which is discussed in this section occurs in nu ch 
pé-e-da-aspé-e-da-as EGIR-an tiiami zikzmazmuzza kürur ês and nu tuk EGIR-an tiiami a-\p]u-
ul-uslzmazmuul-uslzmazmu kürur [asandu]. 

7.600 KUB 23.1+ iv 14-16 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 105), ed. Kiihne & Otten 
1971:: 14-17 
144 tueUkan ^DAM.GAR SA KUR Assur lë l5 paizzi a-pé-el-maz kan ^DAM.GA R 
166 3A KXJRzKA lê tarnatti 
YourYour (fuel) merchant shall not go into the country of Assur, while his (apel) merchant 
youu shall not let (enter) your country. 

7.5.. Focus Structure of the 'a lso' clauses 

Thee type of Focus expressed by "also" is described by Dik 1997a, who dubs it Expanding 
Focus.. The particle is used when the speaker assumes that the addressee might have some 
information,, that it is correct, but not complete (o.c. 333). Expanding Focus expands the 
incompletee information by the correct information. The following example of this type of 
Focuss is adapted from Dik 1989: 284 (his ex. 49): 

SS assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 
SS corrects: He not only bought APPLES, he also bought BANANAS. 

Thee only information that is new in the second clause of the correcting statement is the rice, 
thee rest of the clause is presupposed. This is most clearly seen in the exx. 7.21 and 7.22. 
Thesee pieces of text deal with the destruction of Hatti, and in the case of apass-a we could 
alsoo paraphrase the clauses as "he too did it" . The Focus structure of the clause is Argument 
Focuss (See Chapter 2 for the discussion on Focus Structure). This is true for all clauses where 
thee subject apa- carries the Expanding Focus marker -ya. But is the same true for Focus on a 
non-subject,, that is, can we decide whether we have Focus on a noun in the predicate or 
whetherr we have simple Predicate Focus? As explained in Chapter 2, when the Focus falls 
somewheree in the VP, in many languages there is no (word order) distinction between 
Argumentt Focus on a noun in the VP and Predicate Focus. Only the complete lack of accent 
onn the VP might indicate the difference between Argument and Predicate Focus. However, in 

20'' (NH, Hattusili III , CTH 85) nusssi ammuk K[UR.KUR.ME§ {muHatti Su-i tehhun] M' a-pa-a-aszma 
ammukammuk tepnummanzi ser lüriia[hheskit\ (The latter restoration according to CHD L-M 87). 
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Hittit ee everything moves to First position (or Initial in a few cases), which means that not 
onlyy prosody is involved in this type of Focus Structure, but also word order. Thus, it is 
alwayss possible in Hittite to distinguish between Expanding Argument Focus and Predicate 
Focus. . 

Thee basic pattern for apa- with Expanding Focus reading is: 

### X apa- + -ya V 

wheree X is nu or a noun(phrase). It should be tested whether this pattern is limited to apa-
alonee or whether this word order pattern for Expanding Focus is more general. 

Too conclude the discussion on Focal -ya, I present here an example with interesting 
implicationss if the above said on word order and Focus is accepted: 

7.611 KBo 6.29 + i 16-21 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 85), ed. Götze 1925: 46-47 
{{PuduhepaszmaPuduhepaszma $A dI$TAR mvLauazantiia GEME-as DUMU.MUNUS mPentip-
LUGA LL  L(JSANGA  dI$TAR êsta Huzza a-pu-u-un-na 19 ASSUM DAM-UTTIM  marri 
ÜLÜL dahhun 20 rSTU INIM DINGIR-L/ M  zzazan dahhun DINGIR-LIM  ? an ? mu V-it 21 

henkta henkta 
Now,, Puduhepa, servant of Istar of Lawazantiya was the daugther of Pentip-sarri, 
priestt of Istar. Also her I did not take in marriage out of my own will . At the 
commandd of the goddess I took her. The goddess assigned her to me in a dream. 

Wee now know that -ya in first position has to be "also". Moreover, the remainder of the 
clausee has to be presupposed which is necessary given the fact that we are dealing with Focus 
onn a noun. But this implies that there is a presupposition "I did not take X in marriage out of 
myy own will" , meaning that Hattusili had an earlier wife not of his own choosing. 

7.6.. Focus structure of the Coordinated Clauses 

7.6.1.. Introduction 

Wee have already seen above that Expanding Focus may be connected with a special position 
inn the clause. What I want to investigate here is whether something similar can be said about 
thee Focus Structure in coordinated clauses. 

Firstt let me recall what Lambrecht has said about accented pronouns (1994: 323f.). 
Accentedd pronouns refer to discourse entities that are already discourse active, which means 
thatt they already have been introduced into the discourse. In Cornish's terms they are salient 
(seee Chapter 2). Furthermore, the Addressee is able to correctly identify the intended 
referent.. The accent on the pronoun therefore does not activate the referent somehow. 
Instead,, it establishes the pragmatic role of the referent as either a Topic or Focus in the 
sentence.. The Addressee may infer from the use of the accent that the referent of the pronoun 
iss not the established Topic. This interpretation might work for the referents of apa- in the 
secondd clause of a coordination since apa- usually (but not always!) refers to a discourse 
entityy more than one clause away, but does the same explanation account for the use of apa-

Resultingg from the theory of Focus, the elements following apa- + -ya are necessarily without stress. 

Thee CHD L-N 185a does not translate the -ya in apunn-a. 
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inn the first clause of the coordination? In section 7.3.4 I already noted that the use of apun in 
thee first member of a coordination structure has nothing to do with topicality, but seems to be 
connectedd with the structure itself. I wil l further investigate this use of apa- in section 7.6.2, 
followedd by a discussion of the pattern involved in coordinated clauses (7.6.3). 

7.6.2.. When apa- occurs in the first clause of the coordination structure 

Accordingg to Dik (1997a: 199), following Moutaouakil, coordinated clauses must have the 
samee kind of Focus function or the same kind of internal Focus distribution. Al l second 
clausess in the coordinate structures of section 7.3 are Topic-Comment clauses. The subjects 
aree expressed by the preferred Topic expression 0, that is, the subject is expressed in the 
verball  ending, and are therefore Topics. The Focus type expressed in these clauses is New 
Focus.. This same Focus structure must also appear in the first clause of the structure, and 
indeed,, each clause is a Topic-Comment clause. Furthermore, besides the presence of a 
Subject-Topicc expressed in the verbal ending, also the referent of apa- is an Established 
Topic.. So why is an accented pronoun used when the referent is an Established Topic? 
Lambrechtt 1994 presents a kind of Topic which could explain the occurrence of accented 
apa-apa- here. He discusses a situation where the Topics are indeed already established: 
Contrastivee Topics (o.c. 291f.). To cite an example (his 3.20b, I.e.): 

7.622 I saw Mary and John yesterday. SHE says HELLO, but HE's still ANGRY at you. 

Thee predicates 'say hello' and 'be angry' comment on the Topics, who are contrasted with 
eachh other. The problem is that the second clause in this example also requires an Established 
Topic,, which is not compatible with what we have seen in exx. 7.1, 7.45, 7.46 and 7.47. 
Furthermore,, there was no perceivable contrast in 7.1, 7.45 and 7.47. Another example of 
ann Established Topic that is still expressed by means of an accented pronoun is (o.c, p. 328, 
ex.. (5.86')): 

7.633 A: What is Mary's job going to BE? 
B:: SHE'S going to do the COOKING 

Thee referent of 'she' is already an Established Topic, so according to Lambrecht (o.c. 328-
329)) "the accent gives rise to an implicature: "Mary" is selected over some potential 
alternativee candidate in the universe of discourse" because "the accented pronoun says more 
thann is needed to designate the given referent". This means that there are some other persons 
whoo might be doing something else, or at least, that something else is happening too. This 
becomess clearer when we adjust example 7.62 to be more similar to 7.63: 

7.644 I saw Mary and John yesterday. SHE says HELLO. 

Thee implicature in this case is that John is doing something else. I suggest that this is also the 
solutionn for the occurrence of apun referring to an Established Topic. The implicature is that 
besidess the action around apun also something else is expected to happen as a concomitant 
action.. This concomitant action is expressed in the coordinated clause. Thus, the accented 
pronounn gives rise to the implicature that the clause containing apun is not the end of the 
messagee and that the Addressee therefore has to be prepared for a following, coordinated 

3322 But that should actually not be a problem because Lambrecht (I.e.) explains that contrast is not a feature of 
grammar,, but "the result of the general cognitive processes referred to as "conversational implicatures." ". 
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clause.. This conclusion is supported by research on pitch accent (Terken 1984). One of the 
questionss addressed by Terken is why a Speaker uses accented topical expressions (topical in 
thee sense of discourse topical). She concludes that "the distribution of accents in the initial 
partt of a contrastive construction is determined more by relations with what he will say later 
on,, than (as in other uses of accentuation) on relations with the preceding linguistic context 
Onee might suggest that this account of contrastive accentuation should be generalized to all 
casess of accentuation; one argument in favor is that it is not possible to make a clear 
distinctionn between what is and what is not contrastive" (o.c. 286). 

Butt how about the accented corresponding member in second part of the coordination 
structure?? It is possible that, since the second member has to be able to change place with the 
firstt member, one also needs an accented (pro)noun in the second member of the 
coordination. . 

Thee implicature that a coordination will follow explains an otherwise incomprehensible 
repetitionn of pronouns354, i.e., why apa- can be followed by apa- referring to the same 
referent.. We already have seen in ex. 7.59 that apedas in rev. 7 follows upon apedas in rev 6 
Anotherr example is: 

7.655 KBo 3.34 ii 29-32 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 52-53 
299 Gl-an GISUMBI N hashassuar G%UKUL appatar n?us a-pa-a-as annanut 30 

künkün a-pa-a-as annanut küssza ABI LUGAL ANA Nakkilit 3I GAL  LÜME^SAGI pais 
küsküs ™Huzzï GAL  L Ü -MESN I M G I R 32 m mKizmi G A L LÜMEÈME$EDI p a ü ^ ^ 

ulkessarahhir ulkessarahhir 

Thee arrow, the sharpening-wheel (?), the holding of the weapon, he_ (apas) taught 
themm (= the young chariot-fighters). One he (apas) taught (= continued to train),355 

andd also, some others the father of the king gave to Nakkalit, head of the cupbearers 
andd still others he gave to Huzzi, head of the heralds, (finally) some to Kizzu, head of 
thee royal bodyguards, so that they completed their training. 

Thee reason could also lie in the prosodie structure of the clauses. Although we do not know much about 
prosodyy in Hittite, a discussion of Focus accent might shed some light on the problem. The Comment, or 
Predicate,, is the domain of the Focus, and the prosodie peak indicating the locus of the Focus accent lies on the 
preyerball  constituent, if present. For placing the Focus accent on the preverball  constituent and not on the verb 
Usee f see the general discussion in Lambrecht (1994: 266ff) and especially for SOV languages Herring and 
Paolilloo (1995: 164). However, Focus falls by default on the verb if there is no other accented element present 
Thiss means that a clause like "I did it" necessarily carries accent on the verb, because both "I " and "it " are 
preferredd topics and therefore unaccented. That means that if in Hittite the referent of the pronoun apun or the 
fulll  NP were expressed as an unaccented, enclitic pronoun, the Focus accent would by default fall on the verb 
whilee the Focus accent in the second clause falls on the lexical Object NP. But despite this difference in 
prosodiee peak the Focus structure is unaffected, whether or not both objects are enclitically or lexically 
expressed.. So, although the predicates do not always belong to the same semantic field, every other criterium 
off  Moutaouakil seems to be met, including the same Focus structure. So why do we have the accented 
pronoun?? For now, it seems as if the corresponding Arguments involved in a coordinate structure require the 
samee amount of stress. That is, at least it is not allowed to have one argument expressed as unaccented whereas 
thee other one is accented. One should therefore conclude that a coordinate structure requires a balanced 
Intonationn Contour besides a balanced semantic, syntactic and Focus distribution. 

II  believe that what I have described here is not restricted to pronouns but is a general feature of noun phrases. 
Itt should be investigated whether occurrence in a coordination structure explains at least some repeated nouns. 

Dardanoo I.e. translates nu annanut etc. as "Quelio li istruiva, quelPaltro lo istruiva (?); alia fine ii padre 
dell  re affidè alcuni a Nakkilit, ..., altri a Huzziya, ... e altri ancora a Kizzuwa ... e (costoro) completarono a 
loroo preparazione." She takes the two apa- clauses together, and separates them from the following clauses. 
Probablyy in order to avoid two references of apa- to the same person she has chosen to introduce two different 
referentsreferents for the two apas. This solution introduces an unknown referent, not mentioned in the discourse. The 
pronounn a/xz-referring to an unspecified entity is not attested in my material. 
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Thee meaning of the passage is that the 'he' (Suppiuman) provides the trainees with a basic 
education.. After that, Suppiuman keeps one apprentice (kun), while the rest of the class is 
splitt up (kuss-a ... kus ... kus) to receive their higher education in other fields of warfare. 
Thus,, the first member of the coordination is kün apds annanut and the second member 
startss with küssza ABI LUGAL ANA Nakkilit GAL  L,J-ME$sAGI pais. 

Thee exact meaning of the accented pronominal subject (here apas, see also exx. 7.46, 
7.48,, 7.49) will be further discussed in Chapter 8. 

7.6.3.. When apa- occurs in the second clause 

Thee clauses with apa- in the second member of a coordination structure were presented in 
sectionss 7.2.4.1 and 7.4. Usually the referents of apa- can be conceived of as contrasting with 
anotherr element in the first member of the coordinate structure, but this is not always the case. 
Theree is one example, 7.27, repeated here, which cannot be explained as contrastive, or as 
somehowsomehow unexpected (see 7.6.1.). 

7.666 KBo 3.34 ii 8-9 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 46-47 
§§ mAsgaliias VRVHurmi EN-as êsta a-pa-a-as-sa kuuattza kuuattza LU-es êsta 
Asgaliyaa was lord in (the city of) Hurma and he (apass-a) was a honourable(?) man 
inn every aspect. 

Butt if -ya is actually a mistake for -al-ma and kuwatta kuwatta is the opposite of 
'honourable',, then surprise is indeed possible: Askaliya was the lord of Hurma, but surprise, 
hee was a man of low character. 

7.6.4.. Patterns 

Iff  one looks at the distribution of the apa- constituents in the different language phases, one 
noticess a difference between Old Hittite and Middle Hittite (the index on the verb indicates 
*samee subject' (i ...i)): 

1-OH H 
24-OH H 
25-OH H 
25-OH H 
26-OH H 
27-OH H 
29-OH H 
45-OH H 
46-OH H 
47-OH H 
48-OH H 
49-OH H 
50-OH H 
51-OH H 
52-OH H 
57-OH H 

nunu apun V; 
apiiaapiia S V 
IOO O V 
apassnaapassna V 
apunapun X Vi 
SS X Vi 
zikkzazuazikkzazua V 
apunapun Vi 
apunapun ma S Vj 
apunapun Vi 
nuszanusza O+O S \[ 
O+OO S Vi 
OO X Vj 
OO Vj 
OO Vj 
SS O V 

XsmaXsma O Vj 
apiiaapiia zia S V 
apedasstaapedassta O V 
apasszaapassza V 
apunnzaapunnza X V[ 
apasszaapassza X Vi 
apasszaapassza V 
U-OU-O Vi 
U-OU-O X Vi 
OtiaOtia Vi 
O^/a+00 X Vj 
OWa+OO X Vi 
U-OU-O Vi 
OWaa Vi 
U-OU-O Vi 
apasapas z a O V 
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65-OH H 
66-OH H 

kunkun S V 
SS X Vi 

kusszakussza S X V 
apasszaapassza X V; 

28-MH H 
55-MH H 

[G^zfll  O] X Vi 
nasmanasma apedani X W\ 

apunmazzaapunmazza Vj 
lOïmalOïma X Vi 

56-NH H 
59-NH H 

fn.-NH H 
fn.-NH H 
60-NH H 

nunu apan X V[ 
nunu apedas V 
nunu tuk V 
SzmaSzma tuk Neg V 
nuzzanuzza zik IO V 
tuelzkan+Otuelzkan+O X V 

O:O: ma X Vj 
liktmazliktmaz V 
apuszma?apuszma? V 
aputizmaaputizma Neg V 
apaszmaapaszma tuk V 
apeIzina+0apeIzina+0 X V 

Inn Old Hittite the boldface constituents in the first member of the coordination structure 
usuallyy occur in Initial position, whereas in Middle Hittite and New Hittite it generally occurs 
inn First position, only preceded by nu. This is in agreement with the observation that nu is still 
sparinglyy used in Old Hittite. So if we, for the time being, consider asyndeton in Old Hittite 
andd clauses introduced by nu in later Hittite the same, then we see that the boldface 
constituentss stand as far as possible to the beginning of the clause. The semantic, syntactic, 
pragmatic,, illocutionary (and intonational?) symmetry of coordinated clauses finds its 
expressionn in the wordorder pattern 

### (nu)N V N-yal-ma V 

7.7.. Summary 

Inn this chapter I discussed the use of the accented pronoun apa- with the enclitic focus particle 
-ya-ya "also" and with the coordinators -ya "and" and -al-ma "and, but, while". It was possible 
too correlate the Expanding Focus expression apa- + -ya "he/she/that too" with First Position 
inn the clause, while -ya as the coordinator "and" cliticized to apa- turned out to be restricted 
too Initial position. 

However,, apa- also appeared unexpectedly in some of the laws. In order to explain its 
occurrencee it was necessary to classify the laws according to the types of punishment: 

 class I: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute. 
 class II : the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute and another action 

too be undertaken by the offender. 
 class IE: the punishment consists only of the action to be undertaken by the offender, 

withoutt payment of a fine. 

Thee punishment in class II was always expressed in a coordinate structure, and in such a 
situationn the independent pronoun apa- or a full lexical noun(phrase) could appear where it 
wass not expected (high saliency, no preceding discourse entities to contrast with, no new 
topicc in case of apa-). I concluded that this highly unexpected apa- or noun signals the 
addresseee that s/he must be prepared for a following coordinated clause where two 
propositionss are juxtaposed. Contrast was not a necessary feature of the coordination with 
-ya.-ya. On the other hand, the clauses containing the mildly adversative coordinator -al-ma all 
showedd contrast (as was expected given the semantics of -al-ma). 
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